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ABSTRACT : 

Popularity of digital image & video is increasing rapidly, Text characters embedded in 

images and video sequences represents a rich source of information for content-based 

indexing and retrieval applications However, these text characters are difficult to be 

detected, recognized, extracted, due to their various sizes, gray scale values and complex 

backgrounds. This thesis investigates methods for building an efficient application system 

for text extraction of any gray scale values embedded in images and video sequences. Text 

embedded in multimedia data, as a well-defined model of concepts for humans‘ 

communication, contains much semantic information related to the content. This text 

information can provide a much truer form of content–based access to the image and video 

documents if it can be extracted efficiently. My work in this thesis is not focused on Text 

Recognition rather than on Text Extraction parts(Text Detection). 

Text Extraction plays a major role in finding vital and valuable information. These text 

characters are difficult to be detected and recognized due to their deviation of size, font, 

style, orientation, alignment, contrast, complex colored, textured background. Due to rapid 

growth of available multimedia documents and growing requirement for information, 

identification, indexing and retrieval, many researches have been done on text extraction in 

images & videos. Several techniques have been developed for extracting the text from an 

image & video. The proposed methods were based on morphological operators, wavelet 

transform, artificial neural network, skeletonization operation, edge detection algorithm, 

histogram technique etc. All these techniques have their benefits and restrictions. This 

thesis discusses morphological operation based scheme (using extraction of region 

containing Text) for extracting the text from an image & video.  

Text extraction is a challenging problem due to the presence of complex backgrounds and 

the variable length of the text Strings appearing on screen with variable heights. My work 

would follow in the sequence like, I converted frames into gray scale ,then localization of 

text frame, followed by ROI(Region of Extraction) steps &then binary 

conversion(Binarization) in themeanwhile morphological operation has been done on 

binary images, in last execution of text extraction/detection step taken place  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Text extraction, recognition in images and videos is a research area which attempts to 

develop a computer system with the ability to automatically read from images and videos, 

the text con- tent visually embedded in complex backgrounds. As an example of the general 

object recognition  issues, this computer system, shown in figure 1.1, should answer two 

typical  question ―Where & What‖: ―where is a text string?‖ and ―what does the text string 

say?‖ in an image or a video, In other words, using such a system, text embedded in any 

type of  backgrounds can be automatically detected and each character or word can be 

recognized. But Our focus is only on the detection part(More precisely Extraction) ,which 

is discussed later on from this chapter to last one.  

 

Figure 1.1 Text detection & Recognition in Images & Videos.  
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1.1 Motivation for Extracting Text from Image and Video Documents(Goals) 

Image and video, as two most popular multi-media documents, are being produced on a 

daily basis by a wide variety of sources, including the long distance educational programs, 

medical diagnostic systems, business and surveillance applications, broadcast and 

entertainment industries, etc. Recently, with the increasing availability of low cost portable 

cameras and camcorders, the number of images and videos being captured are growing at 

an explosive rate. According to statistics provided by Flickr [1] and Youtube [2], the 

quantity of photos uploaded to Flickr has beenincreasing 20% year-over-year over the last 5 

years and reached 6 billion in August 2011, and more than 13 million hours of video were 

uploaded to Youtube during 2010 and 48 hours of video were uploaded every minute. 

Given such vast quantities of image and video documents, it is quite probable that most 

images and videos we are interested in are available and can be accessed somewhere on the 

Internet. 

 

The investigation of text detection and recognition in complex background is motivated by 

cutting edge applications of digital multimedia. Today more and more audio and visual 

information is captured, stored, delivered and managed in digital forms. The wide usage of 

digital media files provokes many new challenges in mobile information acquisition and 

large multimedia database management. Among the most prominent are: 

1. Automatic broadcast annotation: creates a structured, searchable view of archives of the 

broadcast    content 

2. Digital media asset management: archives digital media files for efficient media 

management; 

3. Video editing and cataloging: catalogs video databases on basis of content relevance; 

4. Library digitizing: digitizes cover of journals, magazines and various videos using 

advanced image and video. 

5. Mobile visual sign translation: extracts and translates visual signs or foreign languages 

for tourist usage, for example, a handhold translator that recognizes and translates Asia 

signs into English or French.  
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1.2 TEXT TYPE (SCENE TEXT , DOCUMENTS TEXT) : 

Several differences exist between reading text in documents and in scene images. One 

example is shown in Figure 1.2 to know about scene text, The first primary difference is in 

the problem of locating the text to be Detected(later might be recognized). In a standard one 

or two column document, almost no detection must be done. Lines of text are easy to 

identify and simple heuristics are usually sufficient to prepare the input for recognition. In 

more complex documents such as newspapers and magazines, there is an added difficulty 

of distinguishing between text and image regions. However, these are often separate and 

aided by several intentional cues such as high contrast in the text and strong rectangular 

boundaries in imagesIn addition, text almost always appears in canonical horizontal or 

vertical orientations, and many techniques have been developed to estimate the global 

rotation necessary to horizontally ―level‖ text lines in the image plane. Recent 

developments have also been made in the analysis of pages using camera-based acquisition 

techniques. More complex world transforms must be considered in these cases, but often an 

explicit model of the page can be used to rectify the text and return itto a planar appearance. 

Uneven lighting can be problematic in these situations, but the general binary nature of text 

on a page still makes local processing feasible for providing good binarizations. 

The problem of finding text in an arbitrary image of a scene can be radically more complex. 

First, the contents of the input images(Frames) are generally more varied.the variety of 

potential image contents is vast, and it occupies all of the input images(Frames). Text 

regions in images need not be well-bounded the way they usually are in documents. 

Furthermore, text in scenes is often only a few words in one place. There are no large 

paragraphs or long lines to analyze. Although text is generally designed to be readable, 

there are often adverse effects of the imaging conditions that can make it difficult to 

identify. Distance from the camera can make text small and low resolution, without much 

detail. Specularitiescan mix text regions with a reflected image. Perspective distortion can 

produce text with a varying font size &orientation ,Unlike Text Documents, Small amounts 

of text can appear anywhere, at any size, with any world orientation, and on any surfaces.  
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Figure 1.2 Example: Scene Text reading 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fortunately, it can be noted that there is a considerable amount of text objects in image and 

video documents. As a well-defined model of concepts for humans communication, text 
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embedded in multi-media data contains much semantic information related to the content. 

If this text information can be extracted and harnessed efficiently, it can provide a much 

truer form of content–based access to the image and video documents.  Figure 1.3 presents 

some examples of text indicating the semantic contents of images (Figure 1.3-a to 1.3-d) 

and video frames (Figure 1.3-e to 1.3-h). Note that the two vehicles shown in Figure 1.3-a 

and 1.3-b have very high similarities in shape and color, but the text objects in the images 

can tell us the difference: One is a fire truck and the other is a vending truck. 

 

 

( c )                                                                (d) 
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                            (g)                                                                (h) 

 

Figure 1.3 Examples of text indicating the semantic content of images. 

 

Text in image and video can be classified into two categories: caption text and scene text. 

Caption text is artificially overlaid on the images or video frames at the time of editing. 

Although some types of caption text are more common than others, it is observed that 

caption text can have arbitrary font, size, color, orientation, and location. 

 

For video document, a caption text event may remain stationary and rigid over time, or 

itmay translate, grow or shrink, and change color. A good text extraction system must 

beable to handle as wide a variety of these types of text as possible in order to support 

acontent-based indexing system. Text naturally occurring within the scene, or scene text, 

also occurs frequently in image and video. Examples include text appearing on vehicles 

(license plate,maker/model/dealer names, company names on commercial vehicles, bumper 

stickersetc.), text on signs and billboards, and text on T-shirts and other clothing. 

Technically, the extraction of scene text is a much tougher task due to varying size, 

position, orientation, lighting, and deformation. Contrast to a large amount of text 

extraction techniques for caption, only limited work is found in the literature that focuses 

on robustscene text extraction from images and videos.  

                   Figure 1.4 shows the examples of caption text and scene text. 
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Figure 1.4 Examples of caption text and scene text. 

 

Generally, most image-based text extraction approaches can be used for video documents 

as well, since video can be considered as a sequence of images 

(frames).However,compared with still images, video has some unique properties that may 

affect the text extraction. On one side, video usually has low resolution, low contrast, and 

color bleeding caused by compression, which are undesirable characteristics for text 

extraction; on the other side, text in video typically persists for at least several seconds to 

give human viewers the necessary time to read it. This temporal redundancy of video is 

very valuable for text verification and text tracking. 

 

 

1.3 Problem Statement and Scope of This Dissertation 

Many interchangeable terminologies are used in the literature to indicate textextraction 

process, such as text segmentation, text detection, and text localization. In thisdissertation, 

we follow the terminology which is easily defined & understandable. A system that can 

extract text objects in image and videodocuments is a text extraction system, which is 

composed of the following five stages: 

 

(1) Pre Processing steps: This stage finds all frames in an image or videothat contain text 

objects or simply we are converting video into the various frame which can be further 

analyzed. 

(2) Text localization: This stage is related to text regions of every frames which we have 

found in first steps, Findingthe region where all text objects is located; 
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(3) ExtractingRegion of Interest(ROI): This stage is for video documents only. This step 

is for a text event that moves or changes over time in consecutive frames, the temporal and 

spatial locations of the text events is determined ,here we are extracting the exact portion of 

every frames where we have ―portion of Text‖ only. 

(4) Text binarization: In this stage, we converts the all frames into binary image found in 

previous step. 

(5) Text Detection: This stage outputs the recognized text objects by detecting all text 

,Where we find each and every character of text in bounding box. 

 

The architecture of a text extraction system is illustrated in Figure 1.5 

 

                             Extracted Text           

Figure 1.5  Architecture of text Extraction system.   

Amongthefivestagesoftextextractionor detection process, most steps arecloselyrelatedto 

each other in few or many ways, andExtracting Exact ROI(Region of Interest) & then 

Implementing Morphological operation on them is 

morechallengingstepthatattractedthemaximum time among all utilized time on this 

project.Inthisdissertation,wediscussthetextlocalization ,Region Extraction & text Extraction 

or DetectionproblemsforTEXT found inimagesandvideosaswellastexttracking(Means 

Extraction ROI)problemforvideos,andpresentedtheresultsofwork. 

 

InChapter2,wereviewthetextextractionapproachesreportedintheliterature,includingdetection
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,localization,tracking,andrelatedapplications,anddiscussthestateofthearttextextractionresear

chandlimitationsoftextextraction. 

 

InChapter3,This chapter Contents maximum theoretical parts of my thesis, we discussed 

all related steps in this chapter in brief way & in more detail way too, where ever needed 

just the brief explanation I went through briefly & wherever needed (As per Work in this 

thesis) More detailing we have explained that term in more detailed way ,with the help of 

pictorial diagram too, Term explained in this chapter is Binarization ,Thresholding , 

Segmentation , Edge Detection & Finally Morphological Operation ,Main focused of this 

chapter is on Morphological operation & Their example with picture . 

 

InChapter4,wediscussMain Method of my Thesis in this chapter, In Flow Diagram ,Then 

In This chapter, we have included Results with discussion ,Conclusion & Future Work 

too.  

 

In Chapter 5, we have listed the all references which I have referred during our thesis 

completion work partially or fully . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER2: 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Hundreds& even more 
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numbersofapproacheshavebeenproposedfortextobjectextractioninimageandvideo 

documentssince1990s.Chenetal.[3]and 

Jungetal.[4]presentedcomprehensivesurveysoftextextractionapproachesproposedbefore199

9and2003,respectively.Inthischapter,weconcentrateontheprogressmadeafter2003andreview

recentlyproposedtextdetectionandlocalizationapproaches(Section2.1),texttrackingapproach

es(Section2.2),andtextextractionbasedapplications(Section2.3).Basedontheliteraturereview,

wediscussthestateoftheartandthelimitationsoftextextractionsystems(Section2.4). 

2.1 DetectionandLocalizationApproaches 

In[4],thetextdetectionandlocalizationapproachesaredividedintotwocategories:(i)Regionbased

approachesthatusethedifferentpropertiesbetweentextregionandbackgroundregiontoseparatete

xtobjects.Thiscategorytypically worksinabottom-

upwaybyseparatingtheimageintosmallregionsandthengroupingsmallcandidateregions into 

text regions;(ii)Texturebasedapproaches thatuse distinct 

texturepropertiesoftexttoextracttextfrombackground.Thiscategorytypicallyworksinatopdown

waybyextractingtexturefeaturesofimageandthenlocatingtextregions.Inthischapter,wefollowth

iscategorizationandfurthersubdividetheregion-

basedapproachesbasedonthefeaturesusedintheapproaches. 

2.1.1 Region-BasedApproaches 

Weuseafeature-orientedstrategytogroupregion-

basedapproachesbyfocusingonthedifferentpropertiesoftextobjects,sothatweareabletoknow:(

i)whatfeaturescanbeusedtodescribethepropertiesoftextobjects;(ii)whythesefeaturescandistin

guishtextobjectsfromotherobjects;and(iii)howthesefeaturesareusedtogeneratetextregionsinth

eapproaches.Thecategorizedgroupsincludes:gradientandedgebased,colorbased,cornerbased,

strokebased,andmultiple-featurebasedapproaches. 

(1) GradientandEdgeBasedApproaches 

 

Itisobservedthattextobjecttypicallyhashighedgedensities,similaredgeheights,bigedgegradien

tmagnitudes,andlargeedgegradientdirection variations 

duetothefactthattextiscomposedofseveralalignedcharacterswithsimilarsizesandsharpcontrast

tobackground.Gradientandedge-basedapproachesareimplementedusingthisobservation. 

Usually,morphologicaloperation and block-based dividing and 

mergingareusedtogeneratecandidatetextregionsbasedonlocaledgeinformation,andspatialand
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geometricalconstraintsareusedtoremovefalsealarms. 

Lyuetal.[5]proposedatextextractionapproachformultilingualvideos.Eightfrequentlyusedtext

featuresaregroupedintotwocategories:(i)Language-

independentfeatures:contrast,color,orientation,andstationarylocation;(ii)Language-

dependent 

features:strokedensity,fontsize,aspectratio,andstrokestatistics.Textisdefinedasaregionthathast

heunionofthesecharacteristics.Inordertodealwiththetextobjectswithvarioussizes,anewsequent

ialmulti-resolutionparadigmispresented.Comparedwithparallelmulti-

resolutionparadigmmethods[6][7]thatoftenspendunnecessarytimeondetectingthesametextstri

ngindifferentresolutionlevels,thesequentialmulti-

resolutionparadigmerasesatextedgeimmediatelyonceitisdetectedataresolutionlevelsothatnote

xtedgescanappearseveraltimesatdifferentresolutionlevels.Inedgedetectionstage,twoconcentri

csquaresshowninFigure2.1-

aareusedtolocatetextedgesandsuppressbackgroundedgesbylocalthresholding.Thebackground

complexityandtheedgestrengthhistograminsidethelargersquare―window‖areanalyzedtodeter

mine the localthresholdfor thesmallersquare―kernel‖.Afterthat,edge 

densityandahysteresismaskareusedtoextractandrecovertextedges.Thedetectionprocessisshow

ninFigure2.1-b. In 

textlocalizationstage,horizontalandverticalprojectionsoftheedgemaparecomputediterativelyto

locatetheboundariesoftextobjectsinacoarse-to-

fineway.Falsepositivesareeliminatedusingmulti-

frameverification.EnglishandChinesearetestedinthepaper. 

 

 

Originalimage          Global               LocalthresholdingText-likearearecovery 

(a) Concentrickernel (b)Stepwiseresultsoftextdetection 

Figure2.1Concentrickernelandstepwisedetectionresults(FromLyuetal.[5]). 

Liuetal.[10]uselinefeaturestodetecttextobjectsinvideos.First,animprovedCannydetectorwith
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twophasethresholding 

isperformedtocomputeedgesintheimage.Alledgelinesareexpressedaslistsusingan8-

connectedcomponentalgorithmandthe 

non-

textlinesareeliminatedbygeometricconstraints.Then,height,area,centerposition,andedgedens

ityareextractedfromtheboundingboxofeachlineinthelisttoformalinevectorgraph.By 

groupingalltheneighboringlinestogetherbasedonthe linevectorgraph usingthe  8-

connectedcomponentalgorithmagain,the  image  isdividedintoseveralisolated regions 

withcloselydistributedlines.Afterremovingnon-

textregionsbydistributionandnumberofedgesandregionaspectratio,thefinaltextregionsareextr

acted.Bycombiningthismethodwiththetemporalredundancyofvideo,Mietal.[11]computeregi

onlocationsimilarityandedgemapsimilarityovermultipleframestorefinethecandidateboundari

esoftextobjectsinvideo. 

Basedonastructuralmodeloftext,Tranetal.[12]useridgesdetectedatseveralscalestoextracttexto

bjects.GiventheLaplacianimageofanimage,―ridge‖includestwotypesofpoints,ridgepointsand

valleypoints,whicharedefinedasthepointsthattheirLaplacianvaluesarelocalmaximumsormini

mumsinthedirectionofhighestcurvature.First,Gaussiankernelswithdifferentscalesofstandard

deviationareemployedtosmooththeoriginalimage.Then,ridgepointsaredetectedbycomputing

eigenvaluesandeigenvectorsofHessianmatrix[13]ateachscale.Finally,afterlinkingtheridgepoi

ntsateachscale,atextstringismodeledhierarchicallybasedonridgelengthconstraintsandspatialc

onstraints.Aridgeatacoarsescalerepresentsthecenterlineofthetextstringandnumerousshortrid

gesatasmallerscalerepresenttheskeletonsofthecharacters. This method is invariant tothesize 

andorientation of charactersandrobust todifferentwritingsystems. 

Insteadofusingalldetectededges,Dubey[14]usesonlythevertical edgestofindtext regions 

basedonthe observationthat verticaledgescanenhance the characteristic 

ofthetextovertheotherpartsoftheimageandeliminatealargeportionofirrelevantinformation.Aft

erdetectingverticaledgesbySobeloperator,regiongroupingisperformedinhorizontaldirectionb

asedontheintensitiesandintervalsofedgepixels.Theregioncomposedofanumberofcontinuousv

erticallineswithsimilarlengthsismarkedasatextregion.Asnotedbytheauthors,however,thisapp

roachisunabletodetecttheverticallyalignedtextobjects. 

Zhouetal.[15]presentacoarse-to-

fineapproachbasedonedgeinformationandgeometricalconstraintstofindtextregionsinvideos.I
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ftheedgedensityinaslidingwindowislargerthanapredefinedthreshold,itismarkedasacandidatet

extregion.ThencandidateregionsarelabeledasConnectedComponents(CCs)bymorphological

closingoperationandfilteredbygeometricalconstraints.Textverificationandenhancementarei

mplementedbyusingthetextpolarityconsistency,theoverlappingtextarea,andthestabilityofcha

racterstrokesoftheconsecutiveframes.Edgedensityandtemporalredundancyarecombinedby

Wangetal.[16]tolocalizetextinvideos.Sobeldetectorisappliedontwointegratedframeswhosepi

xelvaluesaretheminimumormaximumintensitiesover30consecutiveframes.Afterdividingthei

mageintoblocks,thetextregionsarelocalizedandmergedbasedontheedgedensitiesofblocks. 

Liuetal.[17] use edgeinformationandHaarwaveletto localizetextobjects. 

Theedgemapisobtainedusinganeigenvaluebasedmethodandweakedgesareeliminatedbygradi

entmagnitudethresholding.Candidatetextregionsaregeneratedandfilteredusingconnectedcom

ponenttechnique,averagededgepixelgradientmagnitude,edgegradientdirectionvariance,ande

dgepixelnumberbasedontheedgemap.WaveletenergythatisdefinedasthesummationofLH,HL

,andHHsub-bandsisusedtoverifycandidateregions. 

Byusingverticaland horizontalprofiles of theedgemap, 

Parketal.[18]localizeKoreantextinoutdoorsignboardimages.Verticalprofilesandafuzzyc-

meansmethodareadoptedtogetbinarizedregionsforindividualcharacters.Afternoiseremovalus

inggeometricconstraints,theverticallyadjacentcomponentsaremergedtogeneratecharacterco

mponentsbasedonthecharacteristicsofKoreancharacters. 

(2) Color-BasedApproaches 

Color-

basedapproachesarebasedontheobservationthatthecoloroftextobjectishomogeneousanddiffer

entfromthebackgroundcolors.Theapproachesusuallyfirstextracttheregionswithhomogenous

colorsbasedoncolorsimilarityusingclusteringmethod,intensityhistogram,orbinarizationmeth

od,thenthecandidatetextregionsarelocalizedbyspatialinformationandgeometricalconstraints. 

Fuetal.[19]proposeatextdetectionmethodincomplexbackgroundbasedonmultipleconstraints.

PreliminarysegmentationisimplementedbyK-

meansclusteringbasedonYCbCrcolorvectors.K=3or4dependingonthenumberofhumpsthatap

pearinthehistogramofanimage.AfterobtainingCCsusingclusteringresults,fourconstraintsarea

ppliedtoperformpost-processingtoeliminatebackgroundresidues. 

(i)Colorconstraint,allCCs corresponding totextobjectsshouldhavehomogeneouscolors. 

(ii) Edgemagnitudeconstraint,theboundariesoftextCCsshouldgowithstrongedges. 
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(iii) Thicknessconstraint,characterstrokesshouldhavepropersizeandCCswhoseheightorwidt

hexceedsthethresholdsareremoved.(iv)Componentsrelationconstraint,suchasdimension

alrange,combinationoftwocomponents,andcompactnessoftwocomponents.However, 

ifseveraltextobjectswithdiversecolorsappear ina videoframe simultaneously,theK-

meansclustering(K=3or4)mayfailtofindalltextcolors. 

Clavellietal.[20]segmenttextobjectsincolorposterimagesbasedoncolorinformationandspatial

relationshipofcharacters.TheCCsarecreatedusingRGBcolorsimilarityofneighboringpixelsan

dtoosmallortoobigcomponentsareremoved.Then,eachpairofneighboringcomponentsisconsi

deredasseedstobuildtextlinesbasedonintervalandorientation.Thefinalsetoftextlinesislabeleda

stextregions.pixelsinRGBspaceforeveryrow.Ingroupingstep,thehorizontalchainsarelinkedve

rticallybasedonspatialdistributionandthepropertiesofcharactertoformatwodimensionalspatia

lcolorcomponent,whichisacandidatetextregion. 

Fuetal.[21]andLiuetal.[22]discriminatecharactersfrombackgroundbyassumingthatthreeneig

hboringcharacterscanberepresentedasaGaussianMixtureModel(GMM)basedonthedistances

betweencentroidsofcharacters,theregionareasofcharacters,andtheregiondensities.Therefore,t

extregionscanbedistinguishedfromnon-

textregionsbyaprobabilitycomputedusingthisassumptionandBayesrule.Themethodsfirstcom

puteCCsusingthebinarizedinputimage.TheobtainedCCsaremergedbymorphologicalclosingb

asedondistanceandtheneighborhoodsofCCsaregeneratedbyVoronoiregions.Then,forallneig

hborsetwiththreeCCs,GMMmethodisusedtodeterminewhetherthethreeCCsarecharacters.Th

eparametersaredeterminedbymaximum-

minimumsimilarity(MMS),whichcanmaximizethesimilaritiesofobservationsandmodelsfrom

thesameclasses,andminimizethesimilaritiesforthosefromdifferentclasses. 

(3) Corner-BasedApproaches 

Textobjectsarerichofcorners,whicharetypicallyuniformdistributedovertextregions.Basedont

hisproperty,manycorner-

basedapproachesareproposedtoseparatetextfromotherobjects.Block-

basedcornerdensityandmorphologicaldilationbasedcornermergingareoftenemployedtogener

atecandidatetextregionsusingextractedcorners. 

ThecornermapgeneratedbySUSANcornerdetector[23]isusedbyHuaetal.[24]tolocalizetexto

bjectsinvideoframes.Candidatetextregionsareformed 

bycornerrefinement,merging,anddilation.Cornerdensity,edgedensity,theratioofverticaledge
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densityandhorizontaledgedensity,andcenteroffsetratioofedgesextractedfromvertical,horizon

tal,andoverall edgemapsare computedto decomposed text regions 

intotextlinesandremovefalsealarms. 

HarriscornersareusedbyZhaoetal.[25]tolocalizetextandcaptioninvideodocumentaswell.After

findingthecornerpointsintheimagebyHarrisdetector,morphologicaldilationisusedtomergeclo

secornersintooneregion.Falsepositiveregionsarefilteredoutusingfivefeatures,theareaofaregio

n,thesaturationthatindicatestheproportionoftheforegroundintheboundingbox,theorientationo

faregion,theaspectratioofboundingbox,andthepositionofaregionwithitscentroid.Formoving 

captions,thetext 

detectionresultsarecombinedwiththemotionvectortodetectmovingtextregions. 

Insteadofusingmorphologicaloperationstomergecornersasin[26],Sunetal.[27]useblock-

basedcornerdensitytolocalizetextobjects.Theblockswithhighcornerdensitiesareconnectedto 

generatetext regions,whicharethenverified bycolordeviation. 

(4) Stroke-BasedApproaches 

Comparedwithedgeandcolorfeatures,strokecanbeconsideredasahigh-

levelfeaturebecausestrokeistheprimeelementofcharacterandcontainsintrinsicpropertiesoftext

object.Oncestrokeinformationisextractedsuccessfully,textcanbelocalizedeasily.Themostobv

iousandwidelyusedpropertyofstrokeisthatthestrokesofacharactertypically 

havesimilarwidthandcolor.However,theapproachesbasedonly 

onstrokewidthmayfailwhentextobjectshavemorethanonedominatingstrokewidths. 

Jungetal.[28]designastrokefilter tosegmenttextbasedonthe 

observationthatatextstrokehashomogenousintensityandaredifferentfromitslateralregions.Ast

rokefilterisshowninFigure2.3.Foreachpixel,threerectangularregionsarounditaremarkedasalo

calregion.Thestrokefilterresponseiscomputedbasedonthedifferencesofthreemeansoftherecta

nglesoverfourorientationsandthreescales.Thepixelwithhigherresponseismorelikelybelongin

gtostroke-

likestructure.Grayintensityandconstantgradientvectorareusedasfeaturesforcandidatetextveri

fication. 
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                        Figure2.2Localregionsforstrokefilter(FromJungetal.[28]). 

Srivastavetal.[29]usestrokewidthandnearest-neighborconstraintstodetectscene 

text.Firstly,theedgemapisgeneratedbymergingtheedgesdetectedinquantized 

RGBchannelsandtheobtainededgesarelabeledusing8-

connectedcomponent.Then,basedondimension,alignment,anddistance,CCsaregroupedusing

nearest-

neighborconstraints.Thestrokewidthsarecomputedinfourdirections(0,45,90,135degrees).Ifal

lstrokewidthshavesimilarvalues,thisregionismarkedasatextregion. 

Thepropertythatthecorrespondingstrokepointshaveoppositegradientdirectionsisalsonoticedb

yZhangetal.[30].Histogramoforientedgradient(HOG)with4binsisappliedtocapturethisproper

tyforeachdetectedclosedboundary.Ifbin1and3andbin2and4havesimilarnumbersofboundaryp

oints,theboundaryismarkedasaboundaryofcharacter.Spectralisusedtogroupcharacterstotexto

bjects. 

(5) Multiple-FeatureBasedApproaches 

Themultiple-

featurebasedapproachescombinethetextinformationcapturedbydifferentfeaturestodetectandl

ocalizetextobjects. 

Dinhetal. [31]localizetextusingedge cue andcolor cue. Edgesare 

extractedbySobeldetectorandfilteredbygeometricconstraints.Theedge-

basedcandidatetextregionsaretheCCsobtainedusingtheremainingedges.Colorsegmentationis

donebymeanshiftsegmentation.Thecolor-

basedcandidatetextregionsaregeneratedusingthegeometricconstraints.Afterthat,twotypesofc

andidatetextregionsarecombinedusing2Dtensorvotingtoyieldfinaldetectionresults.Kim 

etal.[32] 

usecolorconsistencyandedgeorientationconsistencyoftextobjectsinconsecutiveframestoextra

ctstatictextregions.Morphologicalerosionanddilationareusedtoremovefalsepositives. 

Liuetal.[33]useintensityandshapefilterstolocalizetextobjectinimage. 
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Intensityfilterisbuiltbasedontheobservationthattextobjectsusuallyhavebetter 

contrastwiththeiradjoiningbackgroundsthannon-textcomponents.Ablockismarkedasnon-

textblockifitsintensityhistogramissimilartothatofitsadjoiningarea.Shapefilterisbuiltbasedont

heassumptionthattextusually 

isconstitutedbydifferentcharacters.Theshapedistancecomputedusinginnerdistance[34]isutili

zedtoremovenon-textregions. 

2.1.2 Texture-BasedApproaches 

Besidestheregionproperties,thedistincttexturalpropertiesbetweentextandbackgroundcanalso

provideimportantinformationfortextextraction.Fortheapproachesinthiscategory,statisticalfea

tures,frequencytransforms,Gaborfilters,andmachinelearningbasedmethodsareoftenusedtode

scribeanddistinguishthetextureoftextandbackground. 

Liuetal.[35]detecthorizontal,vertical,up-right,andup-

leftedgemapsoftheinputimage.Mean,standarddeviation,energy,entropy,inertia,localhomoge

neity,andcorrelationarecomputedforaslidingwindowoverthefouredgemaps.K-

means(K=2)methodisemployedtoclustertheimageintotextandnon-

textregionsbasedontheabovefeatures.Geometricconstraintsareusedtodiscardfalsepositives. 

Shivakumaraetal[36]proposeanalgorithmtodetectvideotextthroughtheclassificationoflowan

dhighcontrastimages.Afterdividinganimageintoblocks,thearithmeticfilterandmedianfilterare

appliedoneachblocktogetoutputsAFandMF.ThedifferencebetweenAFandMFisdefinedasDif

f.BasedontheirobservationsthatSobeldetectorusuallyyieldsmoreedgesthanCannydetectorfor

highcontrastblocks,ablockisclassifiedasahighcontrastblockif:(i)thenumberofedgesdetectedb

ySobelofAFisbiggerthanthenumberofedgesdetectedbyCannyofDiff;(ii)thenumberofstronge

dgesdetectedbySobleofMFisbiggerthanthatofDiff.Aframewithhighcontrastblocksismarkeda

shighcontrastframe.Then,similarto[35],statisticfeatures,suchasmean,standarddeviation,entro

py,andK-

meansmethod(K=2)areadoptedtoyieldcandidatetextclusterandbackgroundcluster.Thethresh

oldsofhighandlowcontrastframearecomputedseparatelybasedonthegradientedgemapsoftwot

ypesofframes. 

Celineetal.[37][38]  propose  a  selectivemetric-

basedclusteringmethodtoextracttextfromnaturalscene.First,basedontheirstudythatRGBspace

canhandlevariabilityofnaturalscenesbetterthanothercolorspaces,Euclideandistancebasedand

CosinesimilaritybasedclusteringmethodsareappliedonGRBcolorspacecomplementarilytopa
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rtitiontheoriginalimageintothreeclusters:textualforeground, 

textualbackground,andnoise.Thenthetextualforegroundisidentifiedbyfindingthelargestregul

arityofclusters.FinallyLog-

Gaborfilterisemployedtocombinespatialinformationandfrequencyinformationtolocatecharac

tersanddetectcharacteredges. 

Itisknownthataregionwithrichtextureinspatialdomainhashighfrequenciesinfrequencydomain

.Takingadvantageofthisfact,manytexture-basedapproachesseparate text bylocalize 

highfrequencyregions in 

frequencydomain.FourierTransform(FT),DiscreteCosineTransform(DCT),andDiscreteWa

veletTransform(DWT)aremostusedforthispurpose. 

Shivakumaraetal.[39]utilizeFourier-

statisticalfeaturesinRGBspacetodetecttextobjectsinvideo.Firstly,aframeisdividedintoblocks,

whichareclassifiedastextandnon-textblocksusing 

thefollowingcues:thesharpnessoftheedges,the straightnessandcursiveness ofthe edges, and 

theedge proximity. Theframe containing textblocks 

isdefinedastextframe.Then,Fouriertransform(FT)isappliedonRGBchannelsfortextframes.Ba

sedonenergy,entropy,mean,inertia,andmomentfeatures,a K-meansmethod(K=2) is 

employed to separate the image into textandnon-textregions 

inFourierdomainbasedonthefactthatFTgiveslargervaluesfortextpixelsandlowervaluesfornon

-textpixels. 

ByusingaFourier-

Laplacianfilter,Phanetal.[40]andShivakumaraetal.[41]proposeamethodtodetectmulti-

orientedtextobjectsinvideo.Aftertransformingaframetofrequencydomain,anideallow-

passfilterandLaplacianfilterareusedtocomputemaximumdifference(MD)mapthatisdefinedast

hedifferencebetweenthemaximumvalueandtheminimumvaluewithina1×Nwindowofthefilter

edimage.AK-means(K=2) methodisadopted toclassifytheMD map into twoclustersbased 

onthe 
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magnitudesofMDvalues.TheregionswithlargeMDvaluesaremarkedascandidatetextregions,b

ecausetextobjectshavehighcontrasttothebackground.Then,candidatetextregionsarelabeled 

asCCsanddividedintotwotypes,simpleand 

complex,basedonthenumberofintersectionsoftheskeletonsofCCs.Acomplexconnectedcomp

onentisseparatedintosimplecomponentsusingtheskeletonsegmentsobtainedbydeletingtheint

ersectionpointsoftheskeleton.Skeletonstraightnessandedgedensityarecomputedforeachsimpl

ecomponenttoremovefalsepositives. 

Leonetal.[42]useDWTtoextractioncaptiontext.Fortheregioncoveredbyaslidingwindow,ifthe

rearehighvaluesinatleastoneofLHandHL 

subbandsofaHarrtransform,thepixelsareclassifiedastextcandidates.Binarypartitiontreeareem

ployedtoverifythe 

candidateregionsbasedonoccupancy,aspectratio,height,area,andcompactnessfeaturesofgener

atedboundingboxes. 

TheapproachesproposedbyGllavataetal.[43],Saoietal.[44],andShivakumaraet al. [45]alluse 

HL,LH,andHH sub-bands of DWT andK-

meansmethodfortextdetectionandlocalization,butdifferentfeaturesareusedforclustering.Wav

eletcoefficients are selectedas the clusteringfeaturein [43]tolocalize text 

regionswithhighvaluedcoefficients. In[44],thethreesub-bandsimagearedividedinto8×8 

blocksandthestandarddeviationsofthreesub-

bandsareutilizedasfeaturesforclustering.Thestatisticfeatures,suchasmean, 

entropy,moments,etc.,extractedfromthreesub-

bandsareusedasclusteringfeaturesin[45].Basedonthesefeatures,theapproachesclustertheinpu

timageintotextandnon-textregionsusingK-means(K=2)method. 

resultsofseveralclusteringalgorithmstogethertoimprovethequalityoftheindividualclustersand

robustness,isadoptedtofusemulti-

frameinformation.Forasetofconsecutiveframes,thefeaturesareextractedfromeachframebyap

plyingDWTandclusteredbyafuzzyC-

meansmethod.ThenFCEisemployedtooutputanintegratedframewiththreeclusters,―text‖,―bac

kground‖and―complexbackground‖,basedontheindividualclusteringresultofeachframe.Thec

lusterthathasthe smallestdistancetotheidealtextfeaturesarelabeledas―text‖cluster.Acoarse-

to-fineprojectionmethodyieldsthefinalboundaryboxesoftextobjects. 

Withtherapiddevelopmentofclassifiertechniques,manysupervisedtextdetectionapproachesha
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vebeenproposedbasedonArtificialNeuralNetwork(ANN),SupportVectorMachine(SVM),Bo

ostingalgorithms,etc.Chenetal.[41]presentatwo-

stepapproachfortextextraction.First,verticalandhorizontaledgesdetectedbyCannyoperatorare

extendedinhorizontalandverticaldirectionbydilationoperatorstoextractcandidatetextregions.

Boundingboxesofcandidateregionsaregeneratedbyabaselinealgorithm[46]andempiricalcons

trains.Second,fourfeaturesareusedtoextracttextregions: (i)gray-scale spatial 

derivativesfeature;(ii)DCTcoefficients; (iii) 

distancemapfeature,whichonlyreliesonthepositionofstrongedgesintheimage,and(iv)constant

gradientvariancefeature,whichnormalizesthecontrastatagivenpointusingthelocalcontrastvari

ancecomputedinaneighborhoodofthispoint.Finally,multi-

layerperceptrons(MLP)andSVMareusedtoverifythetextobjects. 

InsteadofusingSVMtoclassifytext objects,Kimetal.[47]noticethatSVM 

canextractfeatureswithinitsownarchitectureefficientlybasedonkernelfunctionsandpresent 

anapproach usingSVMto analyze thetextural properties oftexts.The 

intensitiesoftherawpixelsintheoriginalimageareinputtotheSVMdirectlywithoutexternaltextu

refeatureextractionmodule.Acontinuouslyadaptivemeanshiftalgorithm(CAMSHIFT)isempl

oyedtogettheboundingboxesbymodifyingthesearchwindowsiterativelybasedonSVMoutputs

.AnexampleoftextdetectionusingCAMSHIFTisshowninFigure2.4.Thelimitationisthattheapp

roachcanonlydetecttextobjectsinhorizontalrectangleshapes.SimilarutilizationofSVMfortext

extractionisalsoreportedbyChengetal.[48] 

 

(a) (b) 

 

 

                                                                        (c) (d) 

Figure2.3ExampleoftextdetectionusingCAMSHIFT(FromKimetal.[47]).(a)inputimage(540

×400),(b)initialwindowconfigurationforCAMSHIFTiteration(5×5-
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sizedwindowslocatedatregularintervalsof(25,25)),(c)textureclassifiedregionmarkedaswhitea

ndgraylevel(white:textregion,gray:non-textregion),and(d)finaldetectionresult. 

WangandChen‘smethod[49]usewavelettransformtoextracttextobjectsinvideodocuments.Int

heedgedetectionstage,DWTwithsevenwaveletfunctionsisappliedonthevideosequenceandtwo

differentcombinationofwaveletfunctionsareusedtodetectstaticanddynamictextedgesseparatel

y.Intheclassificationstage,thetexturefeatures,suchasgray-levelco-

occurrencematrix,maximumprobability,energy,andentropy,calculatedbasedonthecombinati

onofDWTsub-bandsareinputtoaBayesclassifiertolocalizefinaltextregions. 

Panetal.[50][51]localizetextinsceneimagesusingConditionalRandomField(CRF).Textregio

nsfirstaredetectedbyHOGandWaldBoostalgorithm.Theconfidencemapshowingtheprobabili

tyofaregioncontainingtextarecomputedusingtheWaldBoostoutputbasedonaboostedclassifier

calibrationmethod.CCsareobtainedbyNiblack‘sbinarizationalgorithm.Then,CRFisadoptedf

orconnectedcomponentanalysis.BasedontheneighborhoodgraphofCCs,14unaryandbinaryfe

aturesthatrepresentthepropertiesofCCsandcomponentneighboringrelationshipareusedtocons

tructaCRFmodel.Textregionsarelabeledbyminimizingtheenergyfunctionofthegraph.Finally,

minimumspanningtreeisemployedtogrouptextcomponentsintotextobjectsbasedon9distance

metricfeaturesandtextlinefeatures.Inexperiments,5000textsampleswereusedtobuildWaldBo

ostand400textcomponentsand13000non-textcomponentswereusedforCRFtraining. 

2.1.3 OtherApproaches 

Becausemanyvideosarestored,processed,andtransmittedinMPEGcompressedformat,somem

ethodsusetheDCTcoefficientsprovidedbyMPEGtoextracttextincompresseddomaindirectly.

Crandalletal.perform8×8block-

wiseDCTonavideoframe.Foreachblock,19optimalcoefficientsthatbestcorrespondtotheprope

rtiesoftextaredeterminedempirically.Thesumoftheabsolutevaluesofthesecoefficientsiscomp

utedandregardedasameasureofthe―textenergy‖ofthatblock.Ablockismarkedasatextblockifth

e―textenergy‖oftheblockislargerthanapre-

definedthreshold.Similarly,Qianetal.[52]alsouseDCTtransformtoextracttextinMPEGformat.

ThedifferenceisonlysevenDCTcoefficients(threehorizontal,threeverticalandonediagonal)are

selectedtocompute―textenergy‖. 

Basedonthepartpropertyoftext,Markovmodelisusedfortextlocalizationbyregardingeachchara

cterofthetextasapart.Zhangetal.[53]proposeaparts-basedapproach 

forscenetextdetectionusingahigh-orderMarkovRandomField 
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(MRF)modelwithbeliefpropagation,whichcanovercomethelimitationofthepairwiseMRFthat

spatialrelationshipofthreecharacterscannotbecaptured.Byutilizingtemporalinformation,Liuet

al.[54]extendDiscriminativeRandomField(DRF)from2Dto3Dbyintegrating bothintra-

frameneighbors andinter-frameneighbors,andbuild 

twographicalmodelsthatcombinetheDRFwiththeHiddenMarkovModel(HMM)todetecttexto

bjectsinvideos. 

SparserepresentationisadoptedbyPanetal.[55][56]tosegmenttextobjects 

fromcomplexbackground.Basedontheassumptionthatanimageiscomposedoftextandcomplex

background,  twodictionariesarechosen.One givesthe  sparse 

representationtothetextforegroundandthenon-

sparserepresentationtocomplexbackgroundwhiletheotheronedoestheopposite.Thenimageisd

ecomposedandtext 

isextractedbythresholding.SparserepresentationisalsoadoptedbyZhaoetal.[57]. 

Byexploringtheuniquepropertiesofcertainvideogenresandlanguages,somegenre-

dependentandlanguage-

dependenttextextractionapproachesareproposedbasedondomainknowledge.Theapproachesp

roposedby Tangetal.[58]andChoudaryetal.[59]are both designed toextract 

textininstructionalvideos.In [58]a unifiedapproach 

isusedtodetectvarioustextobjects,suchashandwritingonboard,handwrittenslides,electronicsli

des,bookpages, 

andwebpages,basedonthepropertyofinstructionalvideothattherearemanycomparativelystatic

periodsoftimewhichcorrespondtotheframeswithhighlightedtextforexplaining.Therefore,thel

owmotionframesareextractedusingthedifferenceoftwoconsecutiveframes.ThenaSVMclassif

ierisusedtoverifytextframesbyedgefeatures.[59]focusesontheinstructionalvideosofchalkboar

dpresentationsandusethecontentfluctuationcurvebymeasuringthenumberofchalkpixelstodes

cribethecontentineachframeofinstructionalvideos.Theframeswithenoughchalkpixelsareextra

ctedaskeyframes.Hausdorffdistanceisusedinbothapproachestoremovetheredundanttextfram

escausedbythesametextcontenthighlightedmultipletimes. 

Wuetal.[60][61]presentanapproachtodetectandlocatetextonroadsignsinvideos.Thisstrategy 

iscomposedoftwostages:localizingroadsignsanddetectingtext.Byassumingthatthemotionofc

ameraisalongitsopticalaxishorizontallyandscenetextliesonplanarsurfaces,candidateroadsignr

egionsareselected.Then,edge-basedcoarsedetection,GaussianMixture Model(GMM) 
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basedcoloranalysis, 

andtextalignmentanalysisareemployedtodetecttextondetectedroadsignregions. 

BasedontheobservationthatDevanagariandBangla,twomostpopularIndianscripts,havecertain

headlinewhichisanuniquecharacteristicofthescripts,Bhattacharyaetal.[62]useCCsgeneratedb

yOtsu‘sbinarizationandmorphologicalopeningtoextractheadlines.Textregionsarelocalizedus

ingtheobtainedheadlinesandneighboringrelationshipbetweencomponents.ThepropertiesofFa

rsi/ArabictextisanalyzedandcomparedwithotherlanguagesbyM.Moradietal.[63].Cornerdetec

tionisusedtolocalizecandidateregions,whichisverifiedusingDCT,statisticalfeatures,andSVM

classifier. 

 

2.2 TextTrackingApproaches 

Text trackingstageutilizes thetemporal redundancyandspatial 

consistencypropertiesoftextobjectsinvideodocumentstospeedupdetectionandlocalizationofth

esametextinconsecutiveframes.Moreover,Texttrackingalsoservesasatextverificationstagetor

emovefalsealarms.Comparedtotextdetectionandlocalization,however,onlyafewworksarerep

ortedfortexttrackinginrecent years. 

Crandalletal.presenttwotrackingalgorithmstotrackrigidtextandchanging textin videos. 

ThemotionvectorsofMPEG-compressedvideosareusedinthefirst algorithm. Given a 

localized textregion in one frame, motion 

vectorsfromrelativelyfeaturelessmacroblocksandsmallnoisemotionvectorsarediscardedinord

ertoselectreliablemotionvectors.Thenthemagnitudeanddirectionofremainingmotionvectorsa

reclusteredandasinglemotionvectorfortheregionisyieldedbyaveragingvectorsinthecluster. 

Atrajectory-predictionbased algorithmandanedge-pixel 

basedsearchalgorithmareadoptedtorefinethetrackingresults.Inthesecondalgorithmforchangin

gtext,basedontheobservationthatthebasicshapesofthecharactersinthesametextobjectremainc

onstant,thecontoursoftextobjectsintwoconsecutiveframesarematchedtodetermineiftheybelo

ngtothesametextobjects. 

Gallavataetal.[64]proposeasimilarmotion 

vectorbasedtexttrackingapproachforMEPGvideos.Amacroblockwhoseintersectionratioislar

gerthanapredefinedthreshold isdefinedas atextmacroblock. Themode of the motion vector 

setischosenasthemotionvectorwhichpredictsthetextblockpositioninthenextframe.Compared

with[**],onlythemotionvectorsintextmacro 
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blocksareextracted.Andinsteadofusingclusteringmethod,themodeofmotionvectorsisusedasr

eliablemotionvectors. 

Basedonestimatedplanartransformationoverblocksofmultipleframes,Myersetal.[65]tracksc

enetextundergoingscalechangesand3Dmotion.Theapproachassumesthatatextregionisplanar

inthesceneandhasasufficientnumberofhightextured points, whichcanbe 

computedbyLaplacian-of-Gaussian operator.These pointsaretrackedandlocalizedusing 

normalizedcorrelationofa 

smallimagepatchcenteredatthecurrentpositionofthepoint.Afterreconstructingtheprojectingtr

ansformationsforalltheframessimultaneouslybasedonthetrackedpoints,themotionoftextregi

onsisestimated. 

Foradetectedtextblock,Tanakaetal.[66]findthebestmatchingblockintheotherframe 

bysearchingthe16×16blockscenteredattheblockonthecurrentimageforreductionofcalculatio

ntime.Cumulativehistogramisusedtomeasurethesimilarityofblocks.Thelabelofaregionisdete

rminedbythemostpopulatedlabelofblocksintheregion. 

2.3 Applications 

Clearly,themostimportantandwidelyusedapplicationofatextextractionsystemistext-

basedimage/videoindexingandretrievalbyusingtherecognizedoutputsofthesystem.Besidesth

at,manyotherapplicationsoftextextractionsystemhavebeendevelopedaswell,suchascamera-

basedtextreadingsystemforvisuallyimpairedpeople,wearabletranslationrobot,wearabletext-

trackingsystem,vehiclelicenseplaterecognition,androadsigntextdetectionformobiledevice. 

Inthissection,wegiveabriefintroductionoftheseapplications. 

▪ Camera-

basedtextreadingsystemforblindpersons:Figure2.5depictsthesystemdesignedEzaki

etal.[67][68].Thetextcapturedbycameracanberecognizedandconvertedtovoicesign

albyasynthesizer.In[67],thetextextractionstageisimplementedusingedgeinformatio

n,colorinformation,andmorphologyoperations.In[97],thetextblocksareextractedby

findingbimodalhistogramusingFisher‘sDiscriminantRateandOtsu‘sbinarizationme

thod. 
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Figure2.4Camera-basedtextreadingsystem(FromEzakietal.[67]). 

▪ Wearabletranslationrobot:Shietal.[69]developedawearabletranslationrobotwhichc

anautomaticallyextracttextobjectsfromthevideocapturedbythecameraandtranslate

multiplelanguagesinreal-time.Therobotismadeupofahead-

mountedcamera,wearablecomputer,andahead-mounteddisplay.Theimplementation 

ofthetext detection is based on the difference ofgraylevel betweentext 

andbackground,which is computed usingthe difference curve that indicates 

thechangesofgraylevel. 

▪ Autonomoustextcapturingandtrackingrobot:TherobotdesignedbyTanakaetal.[70]is

equipedwithahead-mountedcamera,NTSC-

DVconverter,andtwolaptops.Therobotcanlookaroundtheenvironmentusinganonboa

rdactivevideocamera.Thetechnique supportingthe robotisDCTcoefficientbased 

textdetectionandblock 

basedtrackingmethods.Similardevicesarealsousedinthetext-

trackingwearablecamerasystemdevelopedbyTanakaandGoto[71][72]. 

▪ Roadsignandtextdetection:Basedontheobservationthatsignregionhashomogeneousc

olorandholesthatarethecharacterslocatedinthesign,Bounmanetal.[##]proposealowc

omplexitysignandtextlocalizationmethodformobileapplicationsusingadividingand

mergingmethodologyandaregiongrowingtechnique.Wuetal.[85][86]detectandlocat

etextonroadsignsinvideosbyassumingthemotionofcameraisalongitsopticalaxishoriz

ontallyandscenetextliesonplanarsurfaces.Signtextislocalizedbyedge,color,andalign

mentanalysis. 

▪ Vehiclelicenseplaterecognition:Thecharacterscontainedinthevehiclelicenseplatecan 

providemuchuseful information forlicense platedetection 
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andrecognition.Forexample,Wazalwaretal.[73]computeEulernumberofacandidatep

lateregiontoverifylicenseplatebecausealicenseplatecontainsmanyholescausedbythe

characters.Huangetal.[74]useHarriscornerdetectortoextractcornersoftextincandidat

eplateregiontolocalizelicenseplate. 

 

2.4 StateoftheArtandLimitations 

Textextractioninimage andvideodocuments,as animportantresearchbranchofcontent-based 

information retrievaland indexing,continues tobeatopicof much 

interesttoresearchers.Within-

depthinvestigationofthepropertiesoftextobjectsandthecomprehensiveunderstandingoftextextr

actionproblem,alargenumberofrecentlyproposedapproachesintheliteraturehavecontributedtoa

nimpressiveprogress in this research area. In this section, we summarize the progress made 

in recent years based onthe approaches reviewed in the previous sections and discuss future 

research directions.For text detection and localization, prior to 2003, very little work was 

done onscene text which usually has varying size, position, orientation, lighting, 

andtransformation [4]. Now, scene text extraction has received extensive study and 

manyapproaches were presented in recent years. For example, [12] uses ridges detected 

atseveral scales of a Laplacian image to extract scene text objects, some author uses the text 

colorextracted from the focus of mobile camera as the seed color to localize scene text, 

andone author[79] uses the stroke features computed based on gradient directions of edge 

points todetect scene text. Meanwhile, temporal nature of video documents, which were 

considered by only a few approaches before 2003 [82], has been utilized by almost all 

recent video-based text extraction approaches, such as the minimum and maximum 

intensities based integrated frames used in [23], the edge and color similarities of 

consecutive frames used in [22][48], and the multi-frame based fuzzy clustering ensemble 

used in [63], and so on. Moreover, many techniques that were proposed for other research 

fields have been successfully adopted and applied for text extraction recently, including the 

mean shift algorithm initially proposed for face detection and tracking , discriminative 

random fields initially proposed for man-made building detection , Sparse representation 

initially proposed for the research on the receptive fields of simple cells , histogram of 

oriented gradient initially proposed for human detection , inner distance initially proposed 

for shape classification [50]. Besides the study of text regions, some recent approaches 
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focus on the background of text and use background information to localize text. For 

instance, [80] captures transient color between text and background to find captions in 

videos.  [81] first find the uniform background with holes as the text background and then 

localize text in the marked regions. Although much progress has been achieved in the past 

few years, more work still remains to further improve the performance of text extraction 

systems. For example, the extraction of single characters and touching characters has not 

been solved because of the lack of important spatial information between neighboring 

characters; Transparent text, text in low resolution, text with varying lighting, and text with 

color bleeding cannot be localized accurately due to unreliable, insufficient, or incomplete 

character information; How to combine several complementary character features or 

extraction algorithm outputs efficiently still need more investigation. Although text 

tracking is an indispensable step for text extraction in videos, only a few text tracking 

approaches have been reported in recent years when compared with text detection and 

localization approaches. More effort is needed to focus on tracking, not only for static and 

scrolling text, but also for dynamic (growing, shrinking, and rotating) text objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 
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There are few basic principle which I have used exclusively during our project completion 

or during extraction of TEXT from image &video ,The main operation is 

MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATION which I have discussed in this chapter in more detailed 

way & rest steps involved discussed in neither very briefly nor in more detailed ,without 

going into much detail of project I would like to list all those steps which have been used in 

project here as followings   

1. SEGMENTATION  

2. THRESHOLDING 

3. BINARIZATION 

4. MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATION  

all above mentioned four steps is detailed in section 4.1,4.2,4.3&4.4 of this chapter ,as of 

followingafter a short description of  these four steps, these four steps are directly involved 

in many times or at least once in our project ,but besides all above four steps ,there is one 

more term/step i.e EDGE DETECTION (which is incorporated partially or fully in almost 

all type of detection & extraction process),so EDGE DETECTION is also the focused topic 

to discuss in the last of this chapter in more detailed way  

 

                               3.1 SEGMENTATION 

In Image processing, image segmentation is the process of partitioning a digital image into 

multiple segments (sets of pixels, also known as super-pixels). The goal of segmentation is 

to simplify and/or change the representation of an image into something that is more 

meaningful and easier to analyze. Image segmentation is typically used to locate objects 

and boundaries (lines, curves, etc.) in images. More precisely, image segmentation is the 

process of assigning a label to every pixel in an image such that pixels with the same label 

share certain characteristics. 

The result of image segmentation is a set of segments that collectively cover the entire 

image, or a set of contours extracted from the image (see edge detection). Each of the pixels 

in a region are similar with respect to some characteristic or computed property, such as 

color, intensity, or texture. Adjacent regions are significantly different with respect to the 

same characteristic(s). When applied to a stack of images 
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Example of Segmentations:: Simple Scenes Segmentations of simple gray-level images 

can provide useful information about the surfaces in the scene. 

           Original one  image                                             Segmented image  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Example of Segmentation 

Applications :: 

Some of the practical applications of image segmentation are: 

>>Content-based image retrieval 

>>Machine vision 

>>Medical imaging 

 Locate tumors and other pathologies 

 Measure tissue volumes 

 Diagnosis, study of anatomical structure 

 Surgery planning 

 Virtual surgery simulation 

 Intra-surgery navigation 

>>Object detection 
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 Pedestrian detection 

 Face detection 

 Brake light detection 

 Locate objects in satellite images (roads, forests, crops, etc.) 

>>Recognition Tasks 

 Face recognition 

 Fingerprint recognition 

 Iris recognition 

>>Traffic control systems 

>>Video surveillance 

Several general-purpose algorithms and techniques have been developed for image 

segmentation. To be useful, these techniques must typically be combined with a domain's 

specific knowledge in order to effectively solve the domain's segmentation problems. 

Importance of Segmentation ::  

 Segmentation is generally the first stage in any attempt to analyze or interpret an 

image automatically.  

 Segmentation bridges the gap between low-level image processing and high-level 

image processing.  

 Some kinds of segmentation technique will be found in any application involving 

the detection, recognition, and measurement of objects in images. 

 The role of segmentation is crucial in most tasks requiring image analysis. The 

success or failure of the task is often a direct consequence of the success or failure 

of segmentation.  

 However, a reliable and accurate segmentation of an image is, in general, very 

difficult to achieve by purely automatic means 

 

Descriptive Definition of Segmentation ::  
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• Segmentation subdivides an image into its constituent regions or objects. That is, it 

partitions an image into distinct regions that are meant to correlate strongly with 

objects or features of interest in the image.  

 

• Segmentation can also be regarded as a process of grouping together pixels that 

have similar attributes.  

 

• The level to which the subdivision is carried depends on the problem being solved. 

That is, Segmentation should stop when the objects of interest in an application 

have been isolated. There is no point in carrying segmentation past the level of 

detail required to identified those elements . 

• It is the process that partitions the image pixels into non-overlapping regions such  that: 

1. Each region is homogeneous (i.e., uniform in terms of the pixel attributes such 

asintensity, color, range, or texture, and etc.) and connected. 

2.  The union of adjacent regions is not homogeneous. 

Image segmentation Steps (in Algorithmic Form) :: 

 All pixels must be assigned to regions.  

 

 Each pixel must belong to a single region only.  

 

 Each region must be uniform.  

 

 Any merged pair of adjacent regions must be non-uniform.  

 

 Each region must be a connected set of pixels.   

 

Image Segmentation Strategies OR Base of Categorization of  Segmentation :: 

 

 Image segmentation algorithms generally are based on one of two basic properties of 

intensity values: discontinuity and similarity.  
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 Discontinuity based approach: Partition an image based on abrupt changes in 

intensity.  

 

 Similarity based approach: Partition an image based on regions that are similar 

according to a set of predefined criteria. (a) Thresholding (b) Region growing (c) 

Region splitting & merging  

 

Techniques based on discontinuity attempt to partition the image by detecting abrupt 

changes in gray level. Point, line, and edge detectors. 

Techniques based on similarity attempt to create the uniform regions by grouping together 

connected pixels that satisfy predefined similarity criteria. Therefore, the results of 

segmentation may depend critically on these criteria and on the definition of connectivity.  

The approaches based on discontinuity and similarity mirror one another in the sense that 

completion of a boundary is equivalent to breaking one region into two. 

Thresholding :: The simplest method of image segmentation is called the thresholding 

method. This method is based on a clip-level (or a threshold value) to turn a gray-scale 

image into a binary image. [More Detail explanation about Thresholding is discussed in 

later section 4.2]  

Clustering methods :: The K-means algorithm is an iterative technique that is used to 

partition an image into K clusters.  

The basic algorithm is 

1. Pick K cluster centers, either randomly or based on some heuristic method, for 

example K-means++ 

2. Assign each pixel in the image to the cluster that minimizes the distance between 

the pixel and the cluster center 

3. Re-compute the cluster centers by averaging all of the pixels in the cluster 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until convergence is attained (i.e. no pixels change clusters) 

In this case, distance is the squared or absolute difference between a pixel and a cluster 

center. The difference is typically based on pixel color, intensity, texture, and location, or a 

weighted combination of these factors. K can be selected manually, randomly, or by a 
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heuristic. This algorithm is guaranteed to converge, but it may not return the optimal 

solution. The quality of the solution depends on the initial set of clusters and the value of K. 

Compression-based methods ::  

Compression based methods postulate that the optimal segmentation is the one that 

minimizes, over all possible segmentations, the coding length of the data. The connection 

between these two concepts is that segmentation tries to find patterns in an image and any 

regularity in the image can be used to compress it. The method describes each segment by 

its texture and boundary shape. Each of these components is modeled by a probability 

distribution function and its coding length is computed as follows: 

1. The boundary encoding leverages the fact that regions in natural images tend to 

have a smooth contour. This prior is used by Huffman coding to encode the 

difference chain code of the contours in an image. Thus, the smoother a boundary 

is, the shorter coding length it attains. 

2. Texture is encoded by lossy compression in a way similar to minimum description 

length (MDL) principle, but here the length of the data given the model is 

approximated by the number of samples times the entropy of the model. The texture 

in each region is modeled by a multivariate normal distribution whose entropy has a 

closed form expression. An interesting property of this model is that the estimated 

entropy bounds the true entropy of the data from above. This is because among all 

distributions with a given mean and covariance, normal distribution has the largest 

entropy. Thus, the true coding length cannot be more than what the algorithm tries 

to minimize. 

For any given segmentation of an image, this scheme yields the number of bits required to 

encode that image based on the given segmentation. Thus, among all possible 

segmentations of an image, the goal is to find the segmentation which produces the shortest 

coding length. This can be achieved by a simple agglomerative clustering method. The 

distortion in the lossy compression determines the coarseness of the segmentation and its 

optimal value may differ for each image. This parameter can be estimated heuristically 

from the contrast of textures in an image. For example, when the textures in an image are 
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similar, such as in camouflage images, stronger sensitivity and thus lower quantization is 

required. 

Histogram-based methods :: 

Histogram-based methods are very efficient compared to other image segmentation 

methods because they typically require only one pass through the pixels. In this technique, 

a histogram is computed from all of the pixels in the image, and the peaks and valleys in 

the histogram are used to locate the clusters in the image. Color or intensity can be used as 

the measure. 

A refinement of this technique is to recursively apply the histogram-seeking method to 

clusters in the image in order to divide them into smaller clusters. This operation is repeated 

with smaller and smaller clusters until no more clusters are formed. 

One disadvantage of the histogram-seeking method is that it may be difficult to identify 

significant peaks and valleys in the image. 

Histogram-based approaches can also be quickly adapted to apply to multiple frames, while 

maintaining their single pass efficiency. The histogram can be done in multiple fashions 

when multiple frames are considered. The same approach that is taken with one frame can 

be applied to multiple, and after the results are merged, peaks and valleys that were 

previously difficult to identify are more likely to be distinguishable. The histogram can also 

be applied on a per-pixel basis where the resulting information is used to determine the 

most frequent color for the pixel location. This approach segments based on active objects 

and a static environment, resulting in a different type of segmentation useful in video 

tracking. 

 

Edge detection ::  

Edge detection is a well-developed field on its own within image processing. Region 

boundaries and edges are closely related, since there is often a sharp adjustment in intensity 

at the region boundaries. Edge detection techniques have therefore been used as the base of 

another segmentation technique. 
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The edges identified by edge detection are often disconnected. To segment an object from 

an image however, one needs closed region boundaries. The desired edges are the 

boundaries between such objects or spatial-taxons. 

Spatial-taxons are information granules, consisting of a crisp pixel region, stationed at 

abstraction levels within a hierarchical nested scene architecture. They are similar to the 

Gestalt psychological designation of figure-ground, but are extended to include foreground, 

object groups, objects and salient object parts. Edge detection methods can be applied to the 

spatial-taxon region, in the same manner they would be applied to a silhouette. This method 

is particularly useful when the disconnected edge is part of an illusory contour 

Segmentation methods can also be applied to edges obtained from edge detectors. 

Lindeberg and Li developed an integrated method that segments edges into straight and 

curved edge segments for parts-based object recognition, based on a minimum description 

length (MDL) criterion that was optimized by a split-and-merge-like method with candidate 

breakpoints obtained from complementary junction cues to obtain more likely points at 

which to consider partitions into different segments, This EDGE DETECTION is discussed 

later on in more detailed way.  

 

Region growing method ::  

Actually region growing, clustering & Split and Merge all three comes into the category of 

“Region Segmentation” ,I have already discussed about ―clustering‖ in previous 

subsection of same section 4.1 ,Now here is ―Region Growing‖ & ―Split and merge‖ 

discussion as follows  

Region-growing methods rely mainly on the assumption that the neighboring pixels within 

one region have similar values. The common procedure is to compare one pixel with its 

neighbors. If a similarity criterion is satisfied, the pixel can be set to belong to the cluster as 

one or more of its neighbors. The selection of the similarity criterion is significant and the 

results are influenced by noise in all instances. 

The method of Statistical Region Merging(SRM) starts by building the graph of pixels 

using 4-connectedness with edges weighted by the absolute value of the intensity 
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difference. Initially each pixel forms a single pixel region. SRM then sorts those edges in a 

priority queue and decide whether or not to merge the current regions belonging to the edge 

pixels using a statistical predicate. 

 

One region-growing method is the seeded region growing method. This method takes a set 

of seeds as input along with the image. The seeds mark each of the objects to be segmented. 

The regions are iteratively grown by comparison of all unallocated neighboring pixels to 

the regions. The difference between a pixel's intensity value and the region's mean, δ , is 

used as a measure of similarity.The pixel with the smallest difference measured in this way 

is assigned to the respective region. This process continues until all pixels are assigned to a 

region. Because seeded region growing requires seeds as additional input, the segmentation 

results are dependent on the choice of seeds, and noise in the image can cause the seeds to 

be poorly placed. 

 

Another region-growing method is the unseeded region growing method. It is a modified 

algorithm that does not require explicit seeds. It starts with a singleregion  A{1}—the pixel 

chosen here does not markedly influence the final segmentation. At each iteration it 

considers the neighboring pixels in the same way as seeded region growing. It differs from 

seeded region growing in that if the minimum ‗δ‘ is less than a predefined threshold  T then 

it is added to the respective region A{j}. If not, then the pixel is considered different from 

all current regions A{i} and a new region A{n+1} is created with this pixel. 

One variant of this technique, proposed byHaralick and Shapiro (1985), is based on pixel 

intensities. The mean and scatter of the region and the intensity of the candidate pixel are 

used to compute a test statistic. If the test statistic is sufficiently small, the pixel is added to 

the region, and the region‘s mean and scatter are recomputed. Otherwise, the pixel is 

rejected, and is used to form a new region. 

A special region-growing method is called λ segmentation (see also lambda-

connectedness). It is based on pixel intensities and neighborhood-linking paths. A degree of 

connectivity (connectedness) is calculated based on a path that is formed by pixels. For a 
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certain value of λ , two pixels are called λ connected if there is a path linking those two 

pixels and the connectedness of this path is at least λ.   λ connectedness is an equivalence 

relation.  

Principle/Idea of Region Growing : 

– Region growing is the simplest region based segmentation that groups pixels or sub-

regions into larger regions based on pre-defined criteria 

– The pixel aggregation starts with a set of ―seed‖ points in a way that the 

corresponding regions grow by appending to each seed points those neighboring 

pixels that have similar properties(such as gray level,texture,color,shape)  

– Region growing based techniques are better than the other techniques in noisy 

images where edges are difficult to detect . 

– The seed point can be selected either by a human or automatically by avoiding areas 

of high contrast (large gradient) . 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2  (Explaining Region Growing Segmentation) . 

 

Split-and-merge segmentation is based on a quad tree partition of an image. It is 

sometimes called quad tree segmentation. This method starts at the root of the tree that 

represents the whole image. If it is found non-uniform (not homogeneous), then it is split 

into four child squares (the splitting process), and so on. If, in contrast, four child squares 

are homogeneous, they are merged as several connected components (the merging process). 

The node in the tree is a segmented node. This process continues recursively until no 

further splits or merges are possible When a special data structure is involved in the 
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implementation of the algorithm of the method, its time complexity can reachO(nlogn), an 

optimal algorithm of the method 

The basic idea of region Split & Merging is to break the image into a set of disjoint regions 

which are coherent within themselves: 

– Initially take the image as a whole to be the area of interest.  

– Look at the area of interest and decide if all pixels contained in the region satisfy 

some similarity constraint.  

– If TRUE then the area of interest corresponds to a region in the image.  

– If FALSE split the area of interest (usually into four equal sub-areas) and consider 

each of the sub-areas as the area of interest in turn. 

– This process continues until no further splitting occurs. In the worst case this 

happens when the areas are just one pixel in size.  

– This is a divide and conquer or top down method. 

If only a splitting schedule is used then the final segmentation would probably contain 

many neighboring regions that have identical or similar properties. 

Thus, a merging process is used after each split which compares adjacent regions and 

merges them if necessary. Algorithms of this nature are called split and merge algorithms. 

To illustrate the basic principle of these methods let us consider an imaginary 

image. 

 

 Let I denote the whole image shown in Fig 3.3 (a).  

 Not all the pixels in I are similar so the region is split as in Fig 3.3 (b).  

 Assume that all pixels within regions𝐼1 , 𝐼2 and𝐼3 respectively are similar but 

those in are not.  

 Therefore 𝐼4 is split next as in Fig 3.3 (c).  

 Now assume that all pixels within each region are similar with respect to 

that region, and that after comparing the split regions, regions 𝐼43  and 𝐼44  are 

found to be identical.  

 These are thus merged together as in Fig 3.3 (d). 
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Figure 3.3 Example of region splitting and merging  

We can describe the splitting of the image using a tree structure, using a modified quadtree. 

Each non-terminal node in the tree has at most four descendants, although it may have less 

due to merging.      

 

Figure 3.4 Region splitting and merging tree  

 

Watershed Transformation ::  

The watershed transformation considers the gradient magnitude of an image as a 

topographic surface. Pixels having the highest gradient magnitude intensities (GMIs) 

correspond to watershed lines, which represent the region boundaries. Water placed on any 

pixel enclosed by a common watershed line flows downhill to a common local intensity 
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minimum (LIM). Pixels draining to a common minimum form a catch basin, which 

represents a segment. 

There are different technical definitions of a watershed. In graphs, watershed lines may be 

defined on the nodes, on the edges, or hybrid lines on both nodes and edges. Watersheds 

may also be defined in the continuous domain. There are also many different algorithms to 

compute watersheds. Watershed algorithm is used in image processing primarily for 

segmentation purposes 

General Definition :A drainage basin or watershed is an extent or an area of land where 

surface water from rain melting snow or ice converges to a single point at a lower 

elevation, usually the exit of the basin, where the waters join another waterbody, such as 

a river, lake, wetland, sea, or ocean . 

 

Figure 3.5 Example to understand Watershed   

 

The Watershed transformation is a powerful tool for image segmentation, it uses the region-

based approach and searches for pixel and region similarities. 

We will represent a gray-tone image by a function: :  ℤ2 → ℤ ,𝑓(𝑥) is the gray value of the 

image at point 𝑥 

A section of 𝑓 at level 𝑖 is a set 𝑋𝑖(𝑓) defined as: 

𝑋𝑖 𝑓 =  𝑥 ∈ ℤ2: 𝑓 𝑥 ≥ 𝑖  

And in the same way we define 𝑍𝑖(𝑓) as: 
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𝑍𝑖 𝑓 =  𝑥 ∈ ℤ2: 𝑓 𝑥 ≤ 𝑖  

⟺  𝑋𝑖 𝑓 =𝑍𝑐
𝑖+1 𝑓  

If we look at the image 𝑓 as a topographic surface, imagine that we pierce each 𝑀i(𝑓) of the 

topographic surface 𝑆 and then we plunge this surface into a lake, the water entering 

through the holes floods the surface and if two or more floods coming from different 

minima attempt to merge, we avoid this event by building a dam on the points of the 

surface where the floods would merge. 

At the end of the process only these dams will emerge and this is what define the watershed 

of the function 𝑓 

Image gradient :An image gradient is a directional change in the intensity or color in 

an image. Image gradients may be used to extract information from images. And 

understanding image gradient is very much necessary to understand about watershed  

 

Figure 3.6 Image gradient  

 

 

Inter-pixel watershed : 

S. Beucher and F. Meyer introduced an algorithmic inter-pixel implementation of the 

watershed method, given the following procedure: 

1. Label each minimum with a distinct label. Initialize a set S with the labeled nodes. 
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2. Extract from S a node x of minimal altitude F, that is to say F(x) = min{F(y)|y ∈ S}. 

Attribute the label of x to each non-labeled node y adjacent to x, and insert y in S. 

3. Repeat Step 2 until S is empty 

Topological watershed : 

The topological watershed was introduced in 1997, and beneficiate of the following 

fundamental property. A function W is a watershed of a function F if and only if W ≤ F and 

W preserves the contrast between the regional minima of F; where the contrast between two 

regional minima M1 and M2 is defined as the minimal altitude to which one must climb in 

order to go from M1 to M2 

Algorithms : 

Different approaches may be employed to use the watershed principle for image 

segmentation. 

 Local minima of the gradient of the image may be chosen as markers, in this case an 

over-segmentation is produced and a second step involves region merging. 

 Marker based watershed transformation make use of specific marker positions 

which have been either explicitly defined by the user or determined automatically 

with morphological operators or other ways. 

Meyer's flooding algorithm : 

One of the most common watershed algorithms was introduced by F. Meyer in the early 

90's. 

The algorithm works on a gray scale image. During the successive flooding of the grey 

value relief, watersheds with adjacent catchment basins are constructed. This flooding 

process is performed on the gradient image, i.e. the basins should emerge along the edges. 

Normally this will lead to an over-segmentation of the image, especially for noisy image 

material, e.g. medical CT data. Either the image must be pre-processed or the regions must 

be merged on the basis of a similarity criterion afterwards. 
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 A set of markers, pixels where the flooding shall start, are chosen. Each is given a 

different label. 

 The neighboring pixels of each marked area are inserted into a priority queue with a 

priority level corresponding to the gradient magnitude of the pixel. 

 The pixel with the lowest priority level is extracted from the priority queue. If the 

neighbors of the extracted pixel that have already been labeled all have the same 

label, then the pixel is labeled with their label. All non-marked neighbors that are 

not yet in the priority queue are put into the priority queue. 

 Redo step 3 until the priority queue is empty. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 THRESHOLDING 

Thresholding is the simplest method of image segmentation. From a grayscale image, 

thresholding can be used to create binary images 

Definition :: The simplest thresholding methods replace in an image with a black pixel if 

the image intensity I{i,j} is less than some fixed constant T (that is,I{i,j}<T} or a white 

pixel if the image intensity is greater than that constant. In the example image(Shown 

below), this results in the dark tree becoming completely black, and the white snow 

becoming completely white 
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Original one  image                                             Threshold effect created image 

Figure 3.7Thresholding example 

As we have seen in Segmentation,Segmentation involves separating an image into regions 

(or their contours) corresponding to objects. We usually try to segment regions by 

identifying common properties. Or, similarly, we identify contours by identifying 

differences between regions (edges). 

The simplest property that pixels in a region can share is intensity. So, a natural way to 

segment such regions is through thresholding, the separation of light and dark regions. 

Thresholding creates binary images from grey-level ones by turning all pixels below some 

threshold to zero and all pixels about that threshold to one. (What you want to do with 

pixels at the threshold doesn‘t matter, as long as you‘re consistent.) 

Problems of  Thresholding :: The major problem with thresholding is that we consider 

only the intensity, not any relationships between the pixels. There is no guarantee that the 

pixels identified by the thresholding process are contiguous. We can easily include 

extraneous pixels that aren‘t part of the desired region, and we can just as easily miss 

isolated pixels within the region (especially near the boundaries of the region). These 

effects get worse as the noise gets worse, simply because it‘s more likely that a pixels 

intensity doesn‘t represent the normal intensity in the region. 

When we use thresholding, we typically have to play with it, sometimes losing too much of 

the region and sometimes getting too many extraneous background pixels. (Shadows of 

objects in the image are also a real pain—not just where they fall across another object but 

where they mistakenly get included as part of a dark object on a light background.) 

The another major problem of thresholding is how to select the optimal value of threshold 

T. Usually in order to get the optimal value of T, we need to statically analyze the so-called 

―histogram‖ (or ―intensity histogram‖) of the input gray image. 

Type of Thresholding& Briefly Explanation of Each Type ::  

Optimal Global Thresholding : 

•A threshold is said to be globally optimal if the number of misclassified pixels is minimum  
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– Histogram is bimodal (object and background)  

– Ground truth is known OR the histograms of the object and the background are known   

 

Fig 3.8This pic is explaining about gray level probability density function of two regions in an image. 

• If the individual (normalized) histograms are known as p1(z) and p2(z)  

– The (normalized) histogram of the overall image is P1p1(z)+P2p2(z) where 

P1=N1/(N1+N2) and P2=N2/(N1+N2) Notice that P1+P2=1  

[Probability of Error] 

>> Probability of erroneously classifying a class 1 pixel to 

class 2  is E2 (T ) =  integrating p1(z) from T to Infinity 

>> Probability of erroneously classifying a class 2 pixel to class 1 is  

E1(T) = Integrating p2(z) from –(infinity) to T 

>> Overall probability of error is then E(T)=P2E1(T)+P1E2(T)        

Minimum Error Thresholding : 

Assume object pixels are distributed (histogram) according to pO (x) and the background 

pixels by pB (x) . The error is misclassifying object pixels is                     

∫
t
pO(x )dx 

−∞ 

And misclassifying background pixels as object pixels is  
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∞
∫pB( x)dx 

t 

Let θ be the fraction of pixels in the object. Then the total error is  … 

E(t )= θ ∫
t
 pO(x )dx +(1−θ )

∞
∫pB(x )dx 

To find the minimumE(t) we differentiate …  

0 = ∂ E /   dt= θpO (t ) − (1 −θ ) pB (t )      

       OR 

θ p O ( t ) = (1 −θ ) pB (t )   

 

Local Thresholding : 

Another problem with global thresholding is that changes in illumination across the 

scene may cause some parts to be brighter (in the light) and some parts darker (in 

shadow) in ways that have nothing to do with the objects in the image. 

 

We can deal, at least in part, with such uneven illumination by determining 

thresholds locally. That is, instead of having a single global threshold, we allow the 

threshold itself to smoothly vary across the image. 

 

Another way of dealing with illumination is to consider  

 g (x , y)= r(x , y)*i(x, y) 

 

 lng (x , y) = lnr(x , y) +lni(x, y)  

Hysteresis Thresholding : 

Take into account neighbors. 

1. Choose two thresholds Thigh and Tlow 

2. If T>Thigh  the pixel is in the body. If T<Tlow  the pixel is in the background.  

3. If Tlow<T<Thigh  the pixel is in the body only if a neighbor is already in the body  

4. Iterate  

Automated Methods for Finding Thresholds :: 

To set a global threshold or to adapt a local threshold to an area, we usually look at the 

histogram to see if we can find two or more distinct modes—one for the foreground 

and one for the background. 
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Recall that a histogram is a probability distribution: 

p(g)=ng /n 

 

That is, the number of pixels ng having grayscale intensity g as a fraction of the total 

number of pixels n. Here are five different ways to look at the problem:  

(a) Known Distribution 

(b) Clustering (K-Means Variation) 

(c) Clustering (The Otsu Method) 

(d) Mixture Modeling 

(e) Pick & valley Distribution  

 

Multispectral Thresholding :: 

We are interested in a technique for segmenting images with multiple components 

(color images, Landsat images, or MRI images with T1, T2, and proton- density bands). 

It works by estimating the optimal threshold in one channel and then segmenting the 

overall image based on that threshold. We then subdivide each of these regions 

independently using properties of the second channel. We repeat it again for the third 

channel, and so on, running through all channels repeatedly until each region in the 

image exhibits a distribution indicative of a coherent region (a single mode). 

e.g. 

1. Compute histogram for each channel separately.  

2. Find the peak in each histogram,Select two thresholds corresponding to some valley 

on         each side of these peaks.Segment image into two regions. One between these 

thresholds and one outside. 

3. Project into multi-spectral representation 

Thresholding Along Boundaries :: 

If we want our thresholding method to give stay fairly true to the boundaries of the 

object, we can first apply some boundary-finding method (such as edge detection 

techniques) and then sample the pixels only where the boundary probability is high. 

Thus, our threshold method based on pixels near boundaries will cause separations of 

the pixels in ways that tend to preserve the boundaries. Other scattered distributions 

within the object or the background are of no relevance. 
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However, if the characteristics change along the boundary, we‘re still in trouble. And, 

of course, there‘s still no guarantee that we‘ll not have extraneous pixels or holes. 

Adaptive Thresholding ::  

• Uneven illumination  

– An image can be modeled as the product of a reflectance component r(x,y) and an 

illumination component i(x,y) as f (x, y) = i(x, y)r(x, y) where 

 

0 < i(x, y) < ∞ and 0 < r(x, y) <1 

– i(x,y): the amount of source illumination incident on the scene being viewed  

– r(x,y): the amount of illumination reflected by the object  

Uneven illumination makes an originally perfectly segmentable image into an image that 

can not be segmented satisfactorily using a single threshold  

• One way to overcome the uneven illumination problem is to first estimate the uneven 

illumination and then correct it accordingly (rectification)  

– Upon correction, global thresholding can be employed  

• Another way is to use adaptive thresholding by partition the original image into several 

subimages and utilize global thresholding techniques for each subimage 

– Key issues are how to partition the image and how to estimate the threshold for each sub-

image  

 

Major procedures used for this example ::  

– Dividing the image into sub-images  

– Testing for bimodality for each sub-image  

– Apply Optimal Global Thresholding for each identified image with bimodal histogram  

 

Multi-Spectral thresholding ::  

Many practical segmentation problems need more information than is contained in one 

spectral band. Color images are natural example, in which information are coded in three 

spectral band for example, red, green, &blue .multi spectral remote sensing images or 

satellite images may have even more spectral bands. One segmentation approach 

determines thresholds independently in each spectral band &Combined them into single 

segmented image  
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Algorithm of Multi-spectral thresholding: 

1. Initialize the whole image as a single region. 

2. Compute a smoothed histogram for each spectral band . Find the most significant 

peak in each histogram & determine two thresholds as local minima of either side of 

this maximum. Segment each region in each spectral band in sub-region according 

to these thresholds. Each segmentation in each spectral band is projected into multi 

spectral segmentation . Regions for the next processing steps are those in the multi-

spectral image.  

3. Repeat step 2 for each region of image until each region‘s histogram contains only 

one significant peak.   

 

  

3.3  BINARIZATION 

Principal stage of the any image analysis procedureis the binarization, according to which 

the pixels are classified into textand background. It is a crucial stage that can affect further 

stages includingthe final character recognition in last stage, image binarization (or 

thresholding) is the process that segments the gray-scale or color image into text and 

background by removing any existing degradations (such as bleed-through, large ink stains, 

non-uniform illumination and faint characters). It is an important pre-processing step of the 

image processing and analysis pipeline that affects further stages as well as the final 

Character Recognition stage. 

Image binarization converts an image of up to 256 gray levels to a black and white 

image.Or bi-level (black & white) images. Frequently, binarization is used as a pre-

processor before Final Stages . 

The simplest way to use image binarization is to choose a threshold value, and classify all 

pixels with values above this threshold as white, and all other pixels as black. The problem 

then is how to select the correct threshold. In many cases, finding one threshold compatible 

to the entire image is very difficult, and in many cases even impossible. Therefore, adaptive 

image binarization is needed where an optimal threshold is chosen for each image 

area.Binarization is the process of converting a pixel image to a binary image 
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USES::In the old days binarization was important for sending faxes. These days its still 

important for things like digitalising text or segmentation or for different form of image 

analysis. 

PROCESS::At first the image is converted into gray-scale,Then a threshold gets 

applied,The threshold can either be set fixed or adaptive using a clustering algorithm, 

Binarisation is the basis of segmentation.... 

 

Figure 3.9 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF BINARIZATION 

In A simple Fixed Thresholdingbinarization method fixed threshold value is used to assign 

0‘s and 1‘s for all pixel positions in a given image. The basic idea for fixed binarization 

method is described as under    g(x,y) = 1 if f(x,y) >= T ; g(x,y) = 0,else  

T shows global threshold value. For various threshold values in a simple fixed binarization 

methods the results are illustrated below. 
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Figure 3.10 ORIGINAL IMAGE 

Now Binarization Process is implemented on above image(Original Image) , Out put of 

Binarization on above Pic is shown as following Pic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THRESHOLD VALUE                 OUTPUT 

 

                                                 T=108 
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                                                 T=128 

 

 

 

                                                 T=148  

 

 

 

                                                 T=160  

TABLE 3.1 

 

As shown in table 3.1 outputs vary as given an input threshold value. From the above table 

it can be noticed that output at threshold T=160 is better for this image. But T=160 is not 

optimal threshold value for all the images. So it is very difficult to decide an optimal 

threshold value for a current input image. To overcome this difficulty we should go for 

more binarization techniques in which optimal threshold value can be computed according 

to input image. 

 

 

 

3.4 MORPHOLOGY & MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATION  

Morphology, is a word from the Greek and have meaning "study of shape" … & There is a 

term Mathematical morphology too, means a theoretical model based on lattice theory, used 
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for digital image processing ,In any of the field Morphology does mean always ―study of 

shape‖ somehow or completely … 

 

Binary images may contain numerous imperfections. In particular, the binary regions 

produced by simple thresholding are distorted by noise and texture. Morphological image 

processing pursues the goals of removing these imperfections by accounting for the form 

and structure of the image. These techniques can be extended to greyscale images  

BASIC CONCEPTS OF MORPHOLOGY & ITS OPERATION ::  

Morphological image processing is a collection of non-linear operations related to the shape 

or morphology of features in an image. According to sources which I referred, 

morphological operations rely only on the relative ordering of pixel values, not on their 

numerical values, and therefore are especially suited to the processing of binary images. 

Morphological operations can also be applied to greyscale images such that their light 

transfer functions are unknown and therefore their absolute pixel values are of no or minor 

interest. 

Morphological techniques probe an image with a small shape or template called a 

structuring element. The structuring element is positioned at all possible locations in the 

image and it is compared with the corresponding neighborhood of pixels. Some operations 

test whether the element "fits" within the neighborhood, while others test whether it "hits" 

or intersects the neighborhood 
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Figure 3.11 Probing of an image with a structuring element 

(white and grey pixels have zero and non-zero values, respectively) 

A morphological operation on a binary image creates a new binary image in which the 

pixel has a non-zero value only if the test is successful at that location in the input image. 

The structuring element is a small binary image, i.e. a small matrix of pixels, each with a 

value of zero or one: 

 The matrix dimensions specify the size of the structuring element. 

 The pattern of ones and zeros specifies the shape of the structuring element. 

 An origin of the structuring element is usually one of its pixels, although generally 

the origin can be outside the structuring element. 

Figure 3.12 Examples of simple structuring elements. 

A common practice is to have odd dimensions of the structuring matrix and the origin 

defined as the Centre of the matrix. Structuring elements play in morphological image 

processing the same role as convolution kernels in linear image filtering. 
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When a structuring element is placed in a binary image, each of its pixels is associated with 

the corresponding pixel of the neighborhood under the structuring element. The structuring 

element is said to fit the image if, for each of its pixels set to 1, the corresponding image 

pixel is also 1. Similarly, a structuring element is said to hit, or intersect, an image if, at 

least for one of its pixels set to 1 the corresponding image pixel is also 1. 

 

Figure 3.13 Fitting and hitting of a binary image with structuring elements s1 and s2.  

Zero-valued pixels of the structuring element are ignored, i.e. indicate points where the 

corresponding image value is irrelevant. 

FUNDAMENTAL MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS :: 

DIALATION [Common Name Dialate/Grow/Expand)]:: Dilation is one of the two basic 

operators in the area of mathematical morphology, the other being erosion. It is typically 

applied to binary images, but there are versions that work on grayscale images too. The 

basic effect of the operator on a binary image is to gradually enlarge the boundaries of 

regions of foreground pixels (i.e. white pixels, typically). Thus areas of foreground pixels 

grow in size while holes within those regions become smaller. 

HOW IT WORKS :: 

The dilation operator takes two pieces of data as inputs. The first is the image which is to 

be dilated. The second is a (usually small) set of coordinate points known as a structuring 

element (also known as a kernel). It is this structuring element that determines the precise 

effect of the dilation on the input image. 

The mathematical definition of dilation for binary images is as follows: 

 Suppose that X is the set of Euclidean coordinates corresponding to the input binary 

image, and that K is the set of coordinates for the structuring element. 
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 Let Kx denote the translation of K so that its origin is at x. 

 Then the dilation of X by K is simply the set of all points x such that the intersection 

of Kx with X is non-empty. 

The mathematical definition of grayscale dilation is identical except for the way in which 

the set of coordinates associated with the input image is derived. In addition, these 

coordinates are 3-D rather than 2-D. 

As an example of binary dilation, suppose that the structuring element is a 3×3 square, with 

the origin at its center, as shown in Figure 4.14. Note that in this and subsequent diagrams, 

foreground pixels are represented by 1's and background pixels by 0's. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.14 A 3*3 Square Structuring Element  

For our example 3×3 structuring element, the effect of this operation is to set to the 

foreground color any background pixels that have a neighboring foreground pixel 

(assuming 8-connectedness). Such pixels must lie at the edges of white regions, and so the 

practical upshot is that foreground regions grow (and holes inside a region shrink). 

Dilation is the dual of erosion i.e. dilating foreground pixels is equivalent to eroding the 

background pixels. 

The dilation of an image f by a structuring element s (denoted f s ) produces a new binary 

image g=f s with ones in all locations (x,y) of a structuring element's origin at which that 

structuring element s hits the the input image f, i.e. g(x,y) = 1 if s hits f and 0 otherwise, 
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repeating for all pixel coordinates (x,y). Dilation has the opposite effect to erosion -- it adds 

a layer of pixels to both the inner and outer boundaries of region   

Results of dilation or erosion are influenced both by the size and shape of a structuring 

element. Dilation and erosion are dual operations in that they have opposite effects. Let  𝑓𝑐  

denote the complement of an image f, i.e., the image produced by replacing 1 with 0 and 

vice versa. Formally, the duality is written as 

f  s = f c  srot 

where srot is the structuring element s rotated by 180 . If a structuring element is 

symmetrical with respect to rotation, then srot does not differ from s. If a binary image is 

considered to be a collection of connected regions of pixels set to 1 on a background of 

pixels set to 0, then erosion is the fitting of a structuring element to these regions and 

dilation is the fitting of a structuring element (rotated if necessary) into the background, 

followed by inversion of the result.  

 

Binary Image                                                               DIALATION: by 2*2 Structuring element 

                                                                       Figure 3.15 
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Figure 3.16 Effect of dilation using a 3×3 square structuring element 

To compute the dilation of a binary input image by this structuring element, we consider 

each of the background pixels in the input image in turn. For each background pixel (which 

we will call the input pixel) we superimpose the structuring element on top of the input 

image so that the origin of the structuring element coincides with the input pixel position. If 

at least one pixel in the structuring element coincides with a foreground pixel in the image 

underneath, then the input pixel is set to the foreground value. If all the corresponding 

pixels in the image are background, however, the input pixel is left at the background value. 

The 3×3 square is probably the most common structuring element used in dilation 

operations, but others can be used. A larger structuring element produces a more extreme 

dilation effect, although usually very similar effects can be achieved by repeated dilations 

using a smaller but similarly shaped structuring element. With larger structuring elements, 

it is quite common to use an approximately disk shaped structuring element, as opposed to 

a square one.  

EROSION :: [Common Names: Erode, Shrink, Reduce]  

Erosion is one of the two basic operators in the area of mathematical morphology, the other 

being dilation. It is typically applied to binary images, but there are versions that work on 

grayscale images. The basic effect of the operator on a binary image is to erode away the 

boundaries of regions of foreground pixels (i.e. white pixels, typically). Thus areas of 

foreground pixels shrink in size, and holes within those areas become larger. 

How It Works :: 

The erosion operator takes two pieces of data as inputs. The first is the image which is to be 

eroded. The second is a (usually small) set of coordinate points known as a structuring 

element (also known as a kernel). It is this structuring element that determines the precise 

effect of the erosion on the input image. 

The mathematical definition of erosion for binary images is as follows: 

 Suppose that X is the set of Euclidean coordinates corresponding to the input binary 

image, and that K is the set of coordinates for the structuring element. 
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 Let Kx denote the translation of K so that its origin is at x. 

 Then the erosion of X by K is simply the set of all points x such that Kx is a subset 

of X. 

The mathematical definition for grayscale erosion is identical except in the way in which 

the set of coordinates associated with the input image is derived. In addition, these 

coordinates are 3-D rather than 2-D. 

As an example of binary erosion, suppose that the structuring element is a 3×3 square, with 

the origin at its center as shown in Figure 1. Note that in this and subsequent diagrams, 

foreground pixels are represented by 1's and background pixels by 0's. 

 

 

Figure 3.17: A 3×3 square structuring element 

To compute the erosion of a binary input image by this structuring element, we consider 

each of the foreground pixels in the input image in turn. For each foreground pixel (which 

we will call the input pixel) we superimpose the structuring element on top of the input 

image so that the origin of the structuring element coincides with the input pixel 

coordinates. If for every pixel in the structuring element, the corresponding pixel in the 

image underneath is a foreground pixel, then the input pixel is left as it is. If any of the 

corresponding pixels in the image are background, however, the input pixel is also set to 

background value. 

For our example 3×3 structuring element, the effect of this operation is to remove any 

foreground pixel that is not completely surrounded by other white pixels (assuming 8-
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connectedness). Such pixels must lie at the edges of white regions, and so the practical 

upshot is that foreground regions shrink (and holes inside a region grow). 

Erosion is the dual of dilation, i.e. eroding foreground pixels is equivalent to dilating the 

background pixels. 

Most implementations of this operator will expect the input image to be binary, usually 

with foreground pixels at intensity value 255, and background pixels at intensity value 0. 

Such an image can often be produced from a grayscale image using thresholding. It is 

important to check that the polarity of the input image is set up correctly for the erosion 

implementation being used. 

 

The structuring element may have to be supplied as a small binary image, or in a special 

matrix format, or it may simply be hardwired into the implementation, and not require 

specifying at all. In this latter case, a 3×3 square structuring element is normally assumed 

which gives the shrinking effect described above. The effect of an erosion using this 

structuring element on a binary image is shown in Figure 3.18  

 

Figure 3.18 : Effect of erosion using a 3×3 square structuring element 

The 3×3 square is probably the most common structuring element used in erosion 

operations, but others can be used. A larger structuring element produces a more extreme 

erosion effect, although usually very similar effects can be achieved by repeated erosions 

using a smaller similarly shaped structuring element. With larger structuring elements, it is 
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quite common to use an approximately disk shaped structuring element, as opposed to a 

square one. 

OPENING :: Opening and closing are two important operators from mathematical 

morphology. They are both derived from the fundamental operations of erosion and 

dilation. Like those operators they are normally applied to binary images, although there 

are also graylevel versions. The basic effect of an opening is somewhat like erosion in that 

it tends to remove some of the foreground (bright) pixels from the edges of regions of 

foreground pixels. However it is less destructive than erosion in general. As with other 

morphological operators, the exact operation is determined by a structuring element. The 

effect of the operator is to preserve foreground regions that have a similar shape to this 

structuring element, or that can completely contain the structuring element, while 

eliminating all other regions of foreground pixels. 

How It Works :: 

Very simply, an opening is defined as an erosion followed by a dilation using the same 

structuring element for both operations. The opening operator therefore requires two inputs: 

an image to be opened, and a structuring element. 

Graylevel opening consists simply of a graylevel erosion followed by a graylevel dilation. 

Opening is the dual of closing, i.e. opening the foreground pixels with a particular 

structuring element is equivalent to closing the background pixels with the same element. 

CLOSING ::  

Closing is an important operator from the field of mathematical morphology. Like its dual 

operator opening, it can be derived from the fundamental operations of erosion and dilation. 

Like those operators it is normally applied to binary images, although there are graylevel 

versions. Closing is similar in some ways to dilation in that it tends to enlarge the 

boundaries of foreground (bright) regions in an image (and shrink background color holes 

in such regions), but it is less destructive of the original boundary shape. As with other 

morphological operators, the exact operation is determined by a structuring element. The 

effect of the operator is to preserve background regions that have a similar shape to this 
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structuring element, or that can completely contain the structuring element, while 

eliminating all other regions of background pixels. 

HOW IT WORKS :: 

Closing is opening performed in reverse. It is defined simply as a dilation followed by an 

erosion using the same structuring element for both operations The closing operator 

therefore requires two inputs: an image to be closed and a structuring element. 

Graylevel closing consists straightforwardly of a graylevel dilation followed by a graylevel 

erosion. 

Closing is the dual of opening, i.e. closing the foreground pixels with a particular 

structuring element, is equivalent to closing the background with the same element. 

 

 

Figure 3.19: Effect of opening using a 3×3 square structuring element  
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Figure 3.20: Effect of closing using a 3×3 square structuring element  

COMPOUND OPERATIONS :: 

Many morphological operations are represented as combinations of erosion, dilation, and 

simple set-theoretic operations such as the complement of a binary image:  

f c(x,y) = 1 if f(x,y) = 0, and f c(x,y) = 0 if f(x,y) = 1, 

 

the intersection h = f ∩ g of two binary images f and g:  

 

h(x,y) = 1 if f(x,y) = 1 and g(x,y) = 1, and h(x,y) = 0 otherwise, 

 

and the union h = f ∪ g of two binary images f and g:  

 

h(x,y) = 1 if f(x,y) = 1 or g(x,y) = 1, and h(x,y) = 0 otherwise: 

The opening of an image f  by a structuring element s (denoted by f  s) is an erosion 

followed by a dilation:  

f  s = ( f  s)  s 

Opening is so called because it can open up a gap between objects connected by a thin 

bridge of pixels. Any regions that have survived the erosion are restored to their original 

size by the dilation: 

Opening is an idempotent operation: once an image has been opened, subsequent openings 

with the same structuring element have no further effect on that image: 

(f  s)  s) = f  s. 

The closing of an image f  by a structuring element s (denoted by f • s) is a dilation 

followed by an erosion:  

f • s = ( f  srot)  srot 
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3.5 EDGE DETECTION 

Brief Explanation : 

Definition of edges 

1 Edges are significant local changes of intensity in an image.  

1 Edges typically occur on the boundary between two different regions in an image.  

• Goal of edge detection 

2 Produce a line drawing of a scene from an image of that scene.  

2 Important features can be extracted from the edges of an image (e.g., corners, lines, 

curves). These features are used by higher-level computer vision algorithms (e.g., 

recognition ) 

• What causes intensity changes? 

- Various physical events cause intensity changes.  

- Geometric events  

* object boundary (discontinuity in depth and/or surface color and texture)  

* surface boundary (discontinuity in surface orientation and/or surface color and 

texture)  

 

- Non-geometric events  

* specularity (direct reflection of light, such as a mirror)  

* shadows (from other objects or from the same object)  

* inter-reflections  

 

• Edge descriptors 

Edge normal: unit vector in the direction of maximum intensity change. Edge 

direction: unit vector to perpendicular to the edge normal. 

Edge position or center: the image position at which the edge is located. Edge 

strength: related to the local image contrast along the normal. 
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    Figure 3.21Showing various parameters of Edge  

 

• Modeling intensity changes 

 

- Edges can be modeled according to their intensity profiles. 

 

Step edge: the image intensity abruptly changes from one value to one side of the 

discontinuity to a different value on the opposite side. 

Ramp edge: a step edge where the intensity change is not instantaneous but occur over a fi 

nite distance. 

Ridge edge: the image intensity abruptly changes value but then returns to the starting 

value within some short distance (generated usually by lines).  

Roof edge: a ridge edge where the intensity change is not instantaneous but occur over a fi 

nite distance (generated usually by the intersection of surfaces). 

 

• The four steps of edge detection 

 

(1) Smoothing: suppress as much noise as possible, without destroying the true edges.  

(2) Enhancement: apply a filter to enhance the quality of the edges in the image 

(sharpening).  

(3) Detection: determine which edge pixels should be discarded as noise and which 

should be retained (usually, thresholding provides the criterion used for detection). 

(4) Localization: determine the exact location of an edge (sub-pixel resolution might 

be required for some applications, that is, estimate the location of an edge to better 

than the spacing between pixels). Edge thinning and linking are usually required in 

this step. 
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EDGE DETECTION METHOD ::  

 Edge Detection by Derivatives  

 Edge Detection Using Gradient 

 The Prewitt Edge Detector 

 The Sobel Edge Detector  

 The Roberts Edge Detector  
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CHAPTER 4  

RESULTS&DISCUSSIONS 

This Chapter is dedicated to Main Methodology(Extraction based on Morphological 

Operation) which I have applied in our project then we have included Future Work or 

Scope of my project & Results, Conclusion section of my Thesis ,as I have discussed in 

Introduction chapter too about the content of this chapter  

The Sequence which is being followed in this chapter is  

4.1 Main Method  4.2 Discussions    4.3 Results   4.4 Conclusions 4.5 Future Work 

4.1 Main Method :: My main method which I have implemented to achieve the results is 

shown by following flow diagram 

Input(Images/Video) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Output (Extracted Text ) 

 

Detecting  text from all that frame ,which will be  bounded in box 

Localization stage in which we localize the region which have 

the Text objects . 

Finding all frames of images/video which contains  text  

objects into that 

ROI & Morphological operation Stages : Now after getting 

localized region we Extract ROI which have only Text portion, 

& then apply Morphological operation on that ROI part. 

Conversion of all frames after morphological operation into 

binary images . 
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4.2DISCUSSIONS  

DISCUSSIONS:: 

It is always tuff to prove that, your proposed algorithm is giving better output, and this is 

more tuff task to show that in terms of percentage of accuracy ,The localization and 

detection problems involve finding tight bounding boxesaround any text in a given frame , 

These are significantly harder than the corresponding problems in document analysis.But I 

think I have done it convincingly ,which is explained later on in this section & then in later 

section results in pictorial form is shown  

I have taken three different  videos of three different resolution parameters(Bits Rate, No of 

Frames ,Duration etc) which are listed in table 1 ,table 2 & table 3 & I named those videos 

as video1 , video2 & video3  and I have used a formula of percentage of accuracy for 

calculating accuracy of our results for few frames of these three videos , then I have found 

that accuracy percentage of every frame(which I have taken into consideration of analysis) 

is more than 90% . 

Accuracy is defined here in terms of Number of character which my proposed algorithm is 

detecting & Number   of character which that Input Frame (considered frame of Analysis) 

was actually having  

Accuracy(A) = {Numbers of Character detected in any particular frame in OutPut}/{Total 

Numbers of Character which that Frame was actually }   

Percentage of Accuracy = [ A*100] 

 

Table1 ::  

Video1(For Data Input ) 
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Table2 :: 

Video2(For Data Input ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VIDEO-2 Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Duration 432.14 sec 

Bits Per Pixel 24 

Frame Rate 30 

Height 360 

Width 638 

Number of Frames 12964 
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Table3 ::  

Video3(For Data Input ) 

VIDEO-3 Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Duration 766.97 sec 

Bits Per Pixel 24 

Frame Rate 25 

Height 360 

Width 640 

Number of Frames 19174 
 

 

 

 

4.3 RESULTS 

4.3 RESULTS:: Resultsare shown in this section in the form of frame(screen shot) which 

have detected text of frame containing text in input video, three different videos is used as 

input data during my implementation of this method so I have taken screen shots of two 

different frames of all 3 inputs videos&hence here I am showing all 6 outputs , which is as 

of following table in next pages …  
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4.4 CONCLUSION 

Text objects occurring in image and video documents can provide much usefulinformation 

for content based information retrieval and for other applications, because they contain 

much deep information related to the documents  contents. However, extracting text from 

images and videos is a very difficult task due to the varying font, size, color, orientation, 

and deformation of text objects. Although a large number of text extraction approaches 

have been reported in the literature review chapter, no specific designed text model and 

character features are presented to capture the unique properties and structure of characters 

and text objects. 

In this dissertation, we proposed a method to detect and localize the text objects occurring 

in image and video documents based on morphological operation done on extracted region 

content text of all frame, and this text tracking method to track text event in image/video 

documents(frame).  

First when we see the characters(Or Text),then characters typically have big contrast to 

their background and are located within certain distance interval, we first initializes the 

whole process by preprocessing steps in which we have found those parts of every frame in 

Image/video, Then we localize the text region where all text object is located ,& Next is 

ROI extraction followed by detecting text in output.   

Based on the detection and found results of three different video as shown  in early part of 

this Chapter, we can see that the proposed text detection method can detect the text objects 

with various fonts, sizes, and orientations efficiently. However, there are still some missed 

text objects and you can say fault of this method. We discuss the few limitations of the 

proposed text detection method and the future work to solve them in next section. 
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4.5FUTURE WORK  

The work presented in this thesis is, hopefully, comprehended within the defined scope, but 

research never ends, therefore, future research is expected to explore horizons beyond the 

scope of this thesis. It is hoped that the limitations of this work would be considered as the 

beginning for the research in the future in many directions. The effectiveness and efficiency 

of the proposed system can be improved and enhanced in various way.  

However Few Future works of this proposed method of Text Extraction could be in any of 

following type : 

1.  LanguageVersatility  :: In current stage, we only evaluated the proposed method 

on English language-based datasets (i.e images/videos). In further work, we will test 

our method on other languages whose text objects are not in English ,for Example 

some East Asian languages, such asJapanese, Korean, and Chinese, their characters 

are different than English in many aspects ,But still proposed method would work 

on that too.  

2. Transparent characters :: If a character is transparent, the edge of the character 

mayconnect with other background edges and are not closed. In this case, 

transparent characters are removed due to unreliable edges. Due to Mixed up of 

―Text Character‖ with background edges, few characters will not be detected 

properly in output, Sometimes Few Character of ―Input Text‖ doesn‘t come in 

output due to unclosed boundary, So these problem could be removed by making 

unreliable edges to reliable by some other technique than proposed method would 

be implemented on that, These limitation can be resolved by having some more 

color information of Text (Input Text) . 

3. Recognition Step ::Recognition of all individual Text/Character could be the novel 

research after extraction part from my proposed method .  

4. Reduction of Processing Time :: In current proposed method we are having too 

much processing time , means execution time per frame to reach on the output stage 

from input, So we can reduce the execution time or in other word we can say that 

we are trying to reach towards output from input in real time execution time by 

removing some glitch due to which processing time is too much.   
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